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MODULE OBJECTIVE

1 SITE & PROCESSES AUDIT

2 AWARENESS & CULTURE

3 CERTIFIED TRAINING

4 COMMUNICATION

5 ONGOING RESULTS  
MANAGEMENT

YOU NEED MORE THAN JUST THE EQUIPMENT
YOU NEED A STRATEGIC PARTNER

You are forward-thinking. You are strategic. You are not interested in the bare minimum when it comes to 
implementing safety procedures; you establish class-leading strategies to ensure maximum efficiency and safety. 

You are a leader of the modern workforce.

Target: Zero Drops is your strategic partner to assist you in delivering your goals. A true 360º solution,  
Target: Zero Drops delivers a range of modular solutions, allowing you to achieve best-in-class results for working 

safely with tools at height. The comprehensive suite is built on the foundation of a true partnership, delivering 
ongoing support and real-time results, ensuring you deliver on your safety and efficiency targets.

A MODULAR APPROACH
BUILD YOUR OWN SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY
Target: Zero Drops is a 360-degree commitment to safety through the 
emphasis placed on culture and education. We know that it is simply 
not enough to identify the equipment required and have it on-hand for 
workers operating at height. 

A deeper level of understanding and acceptance is required from the 
end-user, to ensure that best practices are employed when working at 
height, and the impact of a dropped tool is nullified at the very start of 
any possible incident, instead of relying on the secondary measures 
(drop-zones, catchment nets etc.).

By targeting the weak spots in a dropped-tool prevention strategy, 
Target: Zero Drops allows the company or project leader to bring about 
meaningful change to on-site safety procedures at any stage of the 
project life cycle.

WWW.TARGETZERODROPS.COM.AU

FOR MORE INFO VISIT:

TRAINING RISK ASSESSMENT EDUCATION
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Eye-catching and tightly focused on the risks around 
dropped tools, our educational materials provide 
the ongoing reminders your team needs to stay safe; 
tethering their tools as part of their daily operations.

All of these materials can be personalised and 
branded as required.

WHAT'S IN THE PACK:
 � 7 x A2 Posters Printed On Thick 200GSM Paper
 � 2 x Outdoor Vinyl Banners (78cm x 183cm OR 

122cm x 183cm)
 � 10 x Corflute Tool Tethering Mandatory Sign
 � 20 x Drink Bottle/Spray Can Holsters
 � 50 x Impact Force Warning Pens
 � 7 x Digital Poster Files
 � 5 x Email Banners
 � 5 x Animated GIF Banners

The first step in a successful Dropped Object 
Prevention Strategy is building awareness around  
the risks associated with working at height. 

Whether it's a toolbox talk, lunchroom presentation  
or live dropped object demonstration, we can help  
you drive awareness and change habits. 

Leave a lasting impression with a keynote address 
from dropped-object survivor and brand ambassador 
Paul Weatherson, who intimately discusses the human 
cost of a dropped object incident.

TOOL TETHERING
MANDATORY SIGN

COMMUNICATIONS PACK

Available on-site or in our accredited training facility. 
Get theoretical and hands-on training in tool tethering 
and risk-assessment best practices.

Our certified trainers deliver a course that creates 
experts in working safely at height with tools; educating 
on best-practices for a wide range of industrial 
applications, tools and equipment.

Corflute mandatory sign. "TOOL TETHERS MUST BE 
USED WHEN WORKING ABOVE 2 METRES". Custom 
branding available. Complies with AS 1319 regulations. 

TRAINING

CODE: H05010

CODE: H05030

CODE: HS-4010

CODE: H05000 CODE: H05020

The GRIPPS on-site audit is a critical part of risk 
assessment for works at height, allowing you to  
address any blind-spots before they become incidents.

Our certified auditors will travel to your project worksite 
and assess all operations at height, providing  
a comprehensive report identifying risks and solutions.

ON-SITE AUDIT AWARENESS SESSION
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MAX LOAD SIZES CODE

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 12mm x 55mm | 0.5" x 2.25" H01005

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 25mm x 90mm | 1.0"x 3.5" H01006

CODE

TOOL CATCH SHORE
SOLID

The Tool Catch provides a strong, stable & durable retrofit 
tool connection point to a vast range of hand tools. 

Attach the Tool Catch to your tool with V-Gripp Tape to create 
a fully load rated tool connection point for the most rugged 
conditions.

KEY FEATURES
 � Tactical nylon for maximum strength.
 � Closed metal ring to prevent warping with use.
 � Easy installation process that can be done on-site.
 � Fully certified and load rated when used with V-Gripp Tape.
 � Available in two sizes.

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

The Non-Conductive Tool Catch provides a strong, stable & durable 
retrofit tool connection point to a vast range of hand tools. 

Attach the Non-Conductive Tool Catch to your tool with V-Gripp 
Tape to create a fully load rated, non-conductive tool connection 
point for the most rugged conditions.

KEY FEATURES
 � Tactical nylon for maximum strength.
 � Tough poly-carbonate ring for durability.
 � Easy installation process that can be done on-site.
 � Fully certified and load rated when used with V-Gripp Tape.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Cut a length of V-Gripp Tape approximately 30cm/12" (or 
enough to go around the tool 10 times). Position the Tool Catch 
on the tool. Apply V-Gripp Tape, pulling it tight and without 
covering the ‘Catch’ on the Tool Catch.

NO HEAT OR ADDITIONAL PROCESS REQUIRED!
MAX LOAD LENGTH CODE
1.0kg | 2.0lbs 12mm x 55mm | 0.5" x 2.25" H01007

CODE

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL CATCH

NON-CONDUCTIVE

SHORE
ELECTRICAL

TOOL CONNECTORS
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MAX LOAD CODE

0.5kg | 1.0lbs H01035

CODE

E-CATCH

The E-Catch packs a heavy-duty industrial grade VHB, allowing 
it to attach to almost all surfaces, creating a fully load rated 
connection point instantly. Designed with electronic devices in 
mind, the E-Catch has a flexible, notched surface allowing it to 
adhere to curved surfaces.

When attached to mobile phones, cameras, radios and other 
handheld electronic equipment, the low profile of the E-Catch 
keeps it from interfering with any functionality.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ready to use immediately after application. Cures 

completely in 24 hours.
 � Flexible, notched surface adheres to curved surfaces.
 � Heavy-duty industrial grade double stick tape.
 � Connects to Electronic Tool Tether.
 � Low profile.

SEE PAGES 30-32 FOR RELATED E-TETHERS

TOOL RING

Tool Rings are the most economical solution to creating a load 
rated anchor point. Suitable for a vast range of hand tools, Tool 
Rings are quick and easy to apply.

KEY FEATURES
 � Quick, easy installation with no special tools or equipment 

required.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Available in three sizes.

MAX LOAD SIZES

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 19mm | 0.75" H01036

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 25mm | 1.0" H01037

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 38mm | 1.5" H01038

CODE

TOOL CONNECTORS

SHORE
SOLID

SHORE
SOLID
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MAX LOAD SIZES CODE

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 3.0mm x 120mm | 0.1" x 4.75" H01030

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 3.0mm x 150mm | 0.1" x 6.0" H01031

2.0kg | 4.4lbs 4.0mm x 160mm | 0.15" x  6.25" H01032

2.0kg | 4.4lbs 4.0mm x 200mm | 0.15" x 8.0" H01033

MAX LOAD LENGTH CODE

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 13cm | 5.0" H01021

CODE

The Swivel Catch is your guarantee against tangles and tension 
when working with tools at height. A fully load rated swivel 
point allows for a 360-degree operational range of motion, 
while the cord loop provides an easy and efficient tool choke.

Suitable for tools with hang holes/slots or closed handles, the 
Swivel Catch loops through the gap to create a choke. Tether 
your tool with a lanyard or coil to the metal ring and affix to 
your glove, belt or another anchor point.

KEY FEATURES
 � Quick, easy installation with no special tools or equipment 

required.
 � Swivel anchor allowing for full 360-degree range of 

movement without getting tangled.
 � Fully certified and load rated.

SCREWLOCK CABLE

SWIVEL CATCH

SHORE

SHORE

OPEN

OPEN

The Screwlock Cable is one of the quickest, easiest and most 
cost-effective way to create a tool connection point from 
existing hang-holes or slots. With a core band made from 
aircraft-grade steel, the fully load rated and certified Screwlock 
Cable is as dependable as it is hard-wearing.

Create your secure tool connection point by simply threading 
the Screwlock Cable through an existing hang-hole/slot in your 
tool, and screw closed. Add a drop of thread-locking compound 
before you screw shut to create a permanent, load rated 
connection point on your tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � PU coated aircraft grade steel provides a hard wearing tool 

anchor that’s easy to maintain.
 � Fully load rated and certified.
 � Easy installation process that can be performed on-site.
 � Can be locked permanently using thread locking compounds.
 � Available in four sizes.

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

CODE

TOOL CONNECTORS

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL-HITCH

A simple choking mechanism in four variations allows the 
Tool-Hitch to secure anything from power tools to crowbars to 
sledgehammers.

By creating a loop around an enclosed handle, the Tool-Hitch 
produces a simple but strong and dependable tool connection 
point. 

For application on open spaces, such as a sledgehammer 
handle, the Single Arm, Dual Arm and Heavy-Duty Tool-Hitch 
variations allow you to anchor the Tool-Hitch in position with 
the use of V-Gripp Tape.

KEY FEATURES
 � Four variations allow for application to virtually every 

power/heavy tool.
 � Instantaneous application to tools with an enclosed area.
 � Tactical grade nylon for maximum strength.

MAX LOAD CODE

16kg | 35lbs H01055

CODE

16kg  I  35lbs

16kg  I  35lbs

Versatile and strong, the Tool-Hitch range has you covered 
when working with power tools and heavies at height. 

A simple choking mechanism in three variations allows the 
Tool-Hitch to secure anything from power tools to crowbars 
to sledgehammers.

By creating a loop around an open or enclosed handle, the 
Single Arm Tool-Hitch produces a simple but strong and 
dependable tool connection point. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Four variations allow for application to virtually every 

power/heavy tool.
 � Tactical grade nylon for maximum strength.

SINGLE ARM TOOL-HITCH

MAX LOAD CODE

16kg | 35lbs H01056

CODE

TOOL CONNECTORS

SHORE
HEAVY

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

SHORE
HEAVY
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MAX LOAD CODE

16kg | 35lbs H01057

CODE

MAX LOAD CODE

36kg | 79lbs H01058

CODE

DUAL ARM TOOL-HITCH

HEAVY-DUTY TOOL-HITCH

Versatile and strong, the Tool-Hitch range has you covered 
when working with power tools and heavies at height. 

The Heavy-Duty Tool-Hitch is the strongest of the pack, rated 
to a massive 36kg/79lbs.

A simple choking mechanism in four variations allows the 
Tool-Hitch to secure anything from power tools to crowbars 
to sledgehammers. 

By creating a loop around an open or enclosed handle, the 
Heavy-Duty Tool-Hitch produces a simple but strong and 
dependable tool connection point.

KEY FEATURES
 � Tactical grade nylon for maximum strength.

Versatile and strong, the Tool-Hitch range has you covered 
when working with power tools and heavies at height. 

A simple choking mechanism in three variations allows the 
Tool-Hitch to secure anything from power tools to crowbars 
to sledgehammers.

By creating a loop around an open or enclosed handle, 
the Dual Arm Tool-Hitch produces a simple but strong and 
dependable tool connection point. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Four variations allow for application to virtually every 

power/heavy tool.
 � Tactical grade nylon for maximum strength.

SHORE

SHORE

HEAVY

HEAVY

36kg  I  79lbs

16kg  I  35lbs

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL CONNECTORS
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If you need a tool tethering solution 
that’s quick to apply and has zero 
impact on tool functionality, then you 
need a Little Gripper. 

Moulded from a specialised TPU 
material, the Little Gripper provides an 
instant fully load rated tool connection 
point without the need for adhesives.

Compatible with round and polygonal-
shaped shafts, the 4 sizes cover a 
massive range of tools including 
screwdrivers, chisels, punches, pliers, 
pens, pry bars and more.

The latest revolution in tool height safety has arrived! 
Attaching to any tool or object with a diameter up to 4.5cm, 
the Gripp Tie creates an instantaneous, non-destructive and 
fully load rated tool connector point without the need for any 
additional tools or adhesives. 

Engineered from military strength Nylon, the Gripp Tie 
features a patented silicon rubber collar, that grips onto the 
tool creating a fully load rated tool connector point.

With an inner diameter of 16mm/0.6, the tool connector point 
is compatible with either the loop or carabiner end of all 
GRIPPS tool tethers. 

To create an instant load rated connector point, loop the 
Gripp Tie around the tool or object, feed tie through the 
buckle and pull tight. Cut off any excess length from the Gripp 
Tie and you're good to go! 

KEY FEATURES
 � Patented silicon rubber collar creates an instant and fully 

load rated tool connector.
 � No additional tools or adhesives required for installation. 
 � Connects to objects and tools of any size and shape. 

LITTLE GRIPPER

SIZE TOOL SHAFT DIAMETER MAX LOAD
(Without GrippLink) CODE MAX LOAD

(With GrippLink) CODE

#1 3.5mm – 6.0mm | 0.1" - 0.2" 0.5kg | 1.0lbs H03040 1.0kg | 2.0lbs H03040P

#2 5.5mm – 9.0mm | 0.2" - 0.3" 0.5kg | 1.0lbs H03041 1.0kg | 2.0lbs H03041P

#3 8.0mm – 13.0mm | 0.3" - 0.5" 0.5kg | 1.0lbs H03042 2.5kg | 5.0lbs H03042P

#4 12.0mm – 16.0mm | 0.5" - 0.6" 0.5kg | 1.0lbs H03043 2.5kg | 5.0lbs H03043P

SHORE
ROTATING

GRIPP TIE

Minimum Tool Diameter: 1.5cm | 0.5"

Maximum Tool Diameter: 4.5cm | 1.75"

MAX LOAD CODE

2.5kg | 5.5lbs H01008

CODE

12 GRIPPS.COM.AU | GRIPPSGLOBAL.COM

PATENT PENDING

SEE PAGE 84 FOR KITS

SHORE
SOLID
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TOOL CONNECTORS

V-GRIPP TAPE

V-Gripp tape distinguishes itself from the competition with 
its self-vulcanizing technology. By not relying on a traditional 
adhesive layer, V-Gripp Tape outperforms all other tapes on 
the market by creating a fully load rated and certified tool 
attachment point, when used in combination with a Tool 
Catch. Extremely durable and easy to apply, V-Gripp Tape is 
recommended for use on-site and in extreme conditions.

KEY FEATURES
 � Self-Vulcanizing - Doesn’t rely on chemical adhesives.
 � Heat resistant to 150°C/302°F
 � Resistant to water and oil.
 � Extremely resilient and long lasting.

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 Compliant when used with GRIPPS 
Tool Catches.

WIDTH LENGTH CODE

25mm | 1.0" 2.7m | 106" H01010

CODE

STEP 1: Cut a strip of V-Gripp Tape approximately 30cm/12"  
to 40cm/16" long depending on the size of the handle. 
Peel plastic coating away from the wrap. Tape should wrap 
10-12 times around the tool. Note: Never use a Tool Catch 
with V-Gripp Tape on the tapered portion of a tool. 

STEP 2: Place a Tool Catch attachment so that the ring of 
the Tool Catch is facing away from the centre of gravity of 
the tool. Ensure that when installed, the Tool Catch will not 
interfere with the safe working condition of the tool. Make 
sure the tool is free of debris which would interfere with 
the bonding of the V-Gripp Tape.

STEP 3: Wrap the tape around the tool while stretching the 
tape. It is critical to stretch the tape while wrapping, as this 
activates the tape and causes it to self-vulcanize creating a 
secure connection. 

STEP 4: Once the connection is complete, test the 
connection to ensure proper installation has taken place.

IMPORTANT: Remember to always inspect the connection 
prior to each use for damage or irregularities that might 
affect the connection.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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Now you can tether your phone, tablet or mobile device 
WITHOUT the need for a permanent or semi-permanent 
connection point. Used in conjunction with a load rated 
tether, the Phone Gripper and Tablet Gripper use purpose-
built silicon to create a fully load rated mobile device 
tethering solution with zero impact on device operation.

Traditional mobile device tethering relies on the use of 
destructive adhesives directly on your mobile device to 
attach a load rated connection point to your mobile device 
that never comes off.

The Phone/Tablet Gripper's flexible design allows you to 
tether your mobile device ‘on-demand’, allowing you free 
use of your mobile device when not operating at height.

KEY FEATURES
 � Custom silicon compound for strength & grip.
 � Avoids installing a permanent connector point on a 

mobile device.
 � No additional adhesives required.
 � Integrated and fully load rated tether connection eyelet.
 � Compatible with virtually every smartphone or tablet 

make & model.

PHONE & TABLET GRIPPER

Minimum Phone Size:
135mm x 65mm x 7.0mm | 5.3" x 2.5" x 0.25"

Maximum Phone Size:
160mm x 80mm x 10mm | 6.25" x 3.0" x 0.5"

Minimum Tablet Size:
200mm x 130mm x 4.0mm | 7.8" x 5.0" x 0.15"

Maximum Tablet Size:
290mm x 220mm x 10mm | 11" x 8.6" x 0.5"

Phone Gripper Phone Gripper 
with Tether

MAX LOAD CODE CODE

0.3kg | 1.0lbs H02039 H02039P

Tablet Gripper Tablet Gripper 
with Tether

MAX LOAD CODE CODE

0.3kg | 1.0lbs H02037 H02037P
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& COVERALLS

CATT
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If you require a glove that combines unprecedented levels 
of safety and comfort for high-risk applications, then you 
need the C5 range of GRIPPS gloves. 

A tether anchor point (patent pending) engineered right 
into the glove, and an optional 2.3kg/5.0lbs Webbing Wrist 
Tether allows for complete tool control while safeguarding 
against dropping and maintaining dexterity. 

A cut level 5 rating is supported by thermoplastic rubber 
to provide strategic impact protection. Nitrile micro-finish 
applied to the palms provides oil resistance and a solid non-
slip grip while still maintaining superior comfort.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with the full range of GRIPPS wrist tethers.

 � Black micro-finish nitrile palm giving glove a solid,  
non-slip grip.

 � Load rated tether anchor point on each glove.

 � Silicon enhanced grip on finger-tips and palms for 
extra control.

 � Thermoplastic rubber on fingers, thumb and back of 
glove adding impact protection.

 � Oil resistant palms ensuring a solid grip on slippery  
and/or wet surfaces.

 � Snug, ergonomic fit ensuring glove is comfortable, while 
still being protective.

C5-Impact 
Technique

C5-Impact 
Technique

with Tether

SIZE CODE CODE

S S21620-S S21620P-S

M S21620-M S21620P-M

L S21620-L S21620P-L

XL S21620-XL S21620P-XL

2XL S21620-2XL S21620P-2XL

MECHANICAL RATING:  4544

CUT LEVEL RATING: 5

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

C5-IMPACT TECHNIQUE

PATENT PENDING

TETHER ANCHOR
GLOVES, WRISTBANDS  
& COVERALLS

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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C5-IMPACT LITE GLOVES

With the C5-Impact Lite, whenever you’re carrying your 
gloves around the worksite, you’re also carrying a fully load 
rated drop prevention system. The patent-pending tether 
anchor point is engineered directly into the glove and is load 
rated for any tool weighing up to 2.3kg/5.0lbs.

The key benefit of tethering to your wrist is the ability to 
maintain full dexterity and range of motion while on the job. 
With nothing attached to a belt or external structure, you’re 
free from tangles, tension and catches.

The C5 rated gloves are manufactured from a super 
lightweight HPPE knit-liner and double-coated with a 
sandy foam nitrile, combining maximum cut resistance 
and dexterity with long-lasting grip. Ultra Armour TPR rear 
protection protects the wearer from impact and knocks to 
the top of the hand. This is a glove that’s engineered to last.

KEY FEATURES
 � Super lightweight HPPE knit liner providing maximum cut 

resistance.

 � Double coated sandy foam nitrile for long lasting grip.

 � Ultra Armour TPR Rear protection against impact for 
backs of hands.

 � Fully load rated tether anchor everywhere you go.

 � Maintain full usability of tools.

C5-Impact 
Lite Gloves

C5-Impact 
Lite Gloves
with Tether

SIZE CODE CODE

M S21624-M S21624P-M

L S21624-L S21624P-L

XL S21624-XL S21624P-XL

2XL S21624-2XL S21624P-2XL

MECHANICAL RATING:  4544

CUT LEVEL RATING: 5

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

PATENT PENDING

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TETHER ANCHOR
GLOVES, WRISTBANDS  
& COVERALLS
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C5-FLEXI LITE GLOVES

C5-Flexi 
Lite Gloves

C5-Flexi 
Lite Gloves
with Tether

SIZE CODE CODE

M S21622-M S21622P-M

L S21622-L S21622P-L

XL S21622-XL S21622P-XL

2XL S21622-2XL S21622P-2XL

MECHANICAL RATING:  4544

CUT LEVEL RATING: 5

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

With the C5-Flexi Lite, whenever you’re carrying your gloves 
around the worksite, you’re also carrying a fully load rated 
drop prevention system. The patent-pending tether anchor 
point is engineered directly into the glove and is load rated 
for any tool weighing up to 2.3kg/5.0lbs.

The key benefit of tethering to your wrist is the ability to 
maintain full dexterity and range of motion while on the job. 
With nothing attached to a belt or external structure, you’re 
free from tangles, tension and catches.

The C5 rated gloves are manufactured from a super 
lightweight HPPE knit-liner and double-coated with a 
sandy foam nitrile, combining maximum cut resistance 
and dexterity with long-lasting grip. This is a glove that’s 
engineered to last.

KEY FEATURES
 � Super lightweight HPPE knit liner providing maximum cut 

resistance.

 � Double coated sandy foam nitrile for long lasting grip.

 � Fully load rated tether anchor everywhere you go.

 � Maintain full usability of tools.
PATENT PENDING

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TETHER ANCHOR
GLOVES, WRISTBANDS  
& COVERALLS
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One Size
Fits All

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

CODE: H01086

Tether your hand tools with comfort and security 
using the Adjustable Wrist-Anchor. This one-size-
fits-all wristband features a built-in fully load rated 
tether point for total tool control without the risk of 
snags or tangles.

Industrial grade Velcro repels dust, grease and 
grime to keep your Adjustable Wrist-Anchor firmly 
secured at all times, while tactical elastic webbing 
protects against tears.

KEY FEATURES
 � Light, flexible and strong.
 � Can be attached to hand-rails or on person.
 � 5.0cm l 2" tactical elastic webbing.
 � Industrial grade Velcro adjusts diameter to suit 

all users.
 � Suitable for use with the full range of GRIPPS 

wrist tethers.
 � Fully load rated tether anchor point.

SEE PAGE 83 FOR KITS

SIZE CODE

S H01085-S

M H01085-M

L H01085-LMAX LOAD: 2.5kg l 5.5lbs

Lightweight, no-fuss and fully load rated, the Slip-
On Wrist Anchor is a favourite amongst all trades.

If you want a cost-effective tether anchor for 
working with hand-tools at height, you can’t go 
wrong with the Slip-On Wrist Anchor. 

Available in three different sizes, simply slip on, 
tether your tool and get to work.

KEY FEATURES
 � Light, flexible and strong.

 � Suitable for use with the full range of GRIPPS 
wrist tethers.

 � Fully load rated tether anchor point.

 � Three different sizes available.

SLIP-ON WRIST ANCHOR ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ADJUSTABLE WRIST-ANCHOR ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TETHER ANCHOR
GLOVES, WRISTBANDS  
& COVERALLS
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MAX LOAD

Hard Hat Anchor 0.7kg | 1.5lbs

Arm/Chest 1.7kg | 3.75lbs

Waist/Leg 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

Representing a revolutionary change in the practicality 
of tool tethering, the GRIPPS FR Work Coveralls gives 
users instant access to load rated tether anchor points, 
built directly into their workwear. 

The strategically positioned tether anchor points 
provide a range of practical tethering options that 
support a full range of tasks and equipment, including 
handheld tools, hard hats and electronic devices.

Developed with the oil and gas industries in mind, 
the GRIPPS FR Work Coveralls feature a range of 
certifications making them appropriate for demanding 
industrial environments.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with all GRIPPS tethers.

 � Fully load rated tether anchors 
integrated directly into the coverall.

CODE: H05010

EN ISO 11612
A1 B1 C1 D1 EN 1149-5

EN 61482-1-2
CLASS-1 EN 13758-2

ASTM F1959 F1506-10AF2621

FR WORK COVERALLS    

TETHER ANCHOR
GLOVES, WRISTBANDS  
& COVERALLS
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BUNGEE TETHER

DUAL-ACTION  
7.0kg I 15lbs

DUAL CARABINER DUAL-
ACTION 7.0kg I 15lbs

Lightweight and built to last, the Bungee Tether Dual-Action 
is as reliable as it is functional. 

One of our most popular pieces of kit across all industries, the 
Bungee Tether Dual-Action features a dual-lock carabiner and 
elasticised webbing made from heavy-duty polyester.

The elastic properties of this durable material absorb 
downward force from a dropped tool, stabilising the user 
while protecting against bounce-back. 

An extension range of 42cm/16" means the Bungee Tether 
Dual-Action is as compact as possible until required for use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty elasticised webbing.
 � Textured tail loop to fasten securely to tether anchor.
 � Dual-action carabiner with swivel head.
 � Force absorption & bounce-back protection.
 � Lightweight and compact design.

The most popular tether in the GRIPPS range, now with 
additional dual-action carabiner for even faster attachment! 

This versatile tether with carabiners on both ends means 
you avoid spending time hitching your tether – lock and 
load, either end.

The elastic properties of this durable material absorb 
downward force from a dropped tool, stabilising the user 
while protecting against bounce-back. 

An extension range of 42cm/16" means the tether is as 
compact as possible until required for use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty elasticised webbing.
 � Textured tail loop to fasten securely to tether anchor.
 �  Two dual-action carabiners with swivel heads.
 � Force absorption & bounce-back protection.
 � Lightweight and compact design.

CODE: H01073 CODE: H01073D

Min Length: 89cm | 35"

Max Length: 131cm | 51"

Max Load: 7.0kg | 15lbs

Dual-Action Carabiner

Min Length: 89cm | 35"

Max Length: 131cm | 51"

Max Load: 7.0kg | 15lbs

Two Dual-Action Carabiners

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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BUNGEE TETHER

SINGLE-ACTION 
2.5kg I 5.0lbs

TRIPLE-ACTION 
7.0kg I 15lbs

If you need a  tool tethering solution that’s simple, reliable 
and practical, then the Bungee Tether Single-Action has 
you covered.

Constructed from the same heavy-duty elasticised webbing 
as the rest of the GRIPPS bungee range,  there are no 
compromises when it comes to force-absorption or quality 
of materials.

A steel carabiner and tactical strength anchoring loop 
secures any tool up to 2.5kg/5.0lbs from drops.

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty elasticised webbing.
 � Tactical strength anchoring loop secures to tool or 

tether anchor.
 � Force absorption & bounce-back protection.
 � Steel single-action carabiner.
 � Lightweight and compact design.

Lightweight and built to last, the Bungee Tether Triple-
Action is as reliable as it is functional. 

One of our most popular pieces of kit across all industries, the 
Bungee Tether Triple-Action features a triple-action carabiner 
and elasticised webbing made from heavy-duty polyester.

The elastic properties of this durable material absorb 
downward force from a dropped tool, protecting the user 
while protecting against bounce-back. 

An extension range of 42cm/16" means the Bungee Tether 
Triple-Action is as compact as possible until required for use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty elasticised webbing.
 � Wide-grip tail loop to fasten securely to tool or         

tether anchor.
 � Force absorption & bounce-back protection.
 � Triple-action carabiner with swivel head.
 � Lightweight and compact design.

Min Length: 89cm | 35"

Max Length: 131cm | 51"

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

Steel Single-Action Carabiner

Min Length: 89cm | 35"

Max Length: 131cm | 51"

Max Load: 7.0kg | 15lbs

Triple-Action Carabiner

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

CODE: H01072 CODE: H01074

TOOL TETHERS
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HEAVY-DUTY DUAL-
ACTION 18kg I 40lbs

HEAVY-DUTY DUAL-
ACTION 15.9kg I 35lbs

Designed for heavy tools, the Bungee Tether Heavy-Duty 
Dual-Action features an over-sized dual-action carabiner, 
elasticised webbing made from heavy-duty polyester and 
a hi-vis wide-tail loop with additional grip-weave to fasten 
securely to tools or tether anchor points.

The elastic properties of this durable material absorb 
downward force from a dropped tool, protecting the user 
while protecting against bounce-back. 

An extension range of 42cm/16" means the Bungee Tether 
Heavy-Duty Dual-Action is as compact as possible until 
required for use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty elasticised webbing.
 � Wide tail loop with additional grip-weave.
 � Force absorption & bounce-back protection.
 � Dual-action carabiner.
 � Lightweight and compact design.

Ideal for securing large tools and equipment at height, the 
Webbing Tether Heavy-Duty Dual-Action is light, strong 
and dependable. 

Industrial strength polyester webbing connects to a dual-
action carabiner through a reinforced eyelet.

An extended tether length of 180cm/71" gives full flexibility 
to connect to tether anchor points while retaining a full 
range of motion when operating the tool/equipment.

KEY FEATURES
 � Extra heavy-duty webbing.
 � Large size dual-action carabiner.
 � Ideal for securing larger tools and equipment at height.
 � Extended reach allowing for tether anchor-point flexibility.

Min Length: 89cm | 35"

Max Length: 131cm | 51"

Max Load: 18.0kg | 40lbs

Dual-Action Carabiner

Length: 180cm | 71"

Max Load: 15.9kg | 35lbs

Dual-Action Carabiner

BUNGEE TETHER WEBBING TETHER

CODE: H01076CODE: H01071

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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EXTRA HEAVY-DUTY DUAL-
ACTION  36.9kg I 81lbs

SINGLE-ACTION 1.0kg I 
2.0lbs (NON-CONDUCTIVE)

Engineered for superior performance at height, the 
Webbing Tether Extra Heavy-Duty Dual-Action is load rated 
to a massive 36.9kg/81lbs.

A dual-action carabiner at each end enables tethering to 
a variety of anchor points and tool tether points, ensuring 
heavy tools are totally secure when working at height.

KEY FEATURES
 � Abrasion resistant webbing.
 � Two heavy-duty dual-action carabiners.
 � Lightweight design.
 � Huge maximum load rating.

The Coil Wrist Tether Single-Action (Non-Conductive) is 
engineered to stay out of the way when not in use and 
provide versatility and access when the attached tool is 
required. 

Lightweight single-action non-conductive poly clips feature 
swivel heads for ultimate manoeuvrability without snags or 
tangles.

KEY FEATURES
 � Two lightweight single-action poly clips.
 � Low profile and lightweight design.

Min Length: 17cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 77cm | 30"

Max Load: 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

Dual Non-Conductive Poly Clips

Length: 180cm | 71"

Max Load: 36.9kg | 81lbs

Heavy-Duty Dual-Action Carabiners

CODE: H01079 CODE: H01062

WEBBING TETHER COIL WRIST TETHER

TOOL TETHERS
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SINGLE-ACTION  
1.0kg I 2.0lbs

The Coil Tether Single-Action is engineered to stay out of 
the way when not in use and provide versatility and access 
when the attached tool is required.

Lightweight single-action carabiners on each end feature 
swivel heads for ultimate manoeuvrability without snags or 
tangles. 

The extra-thick PU coating on the 1.0kg/2.0lbs Coil Tether 
Single-Action prevents kinking and is resistant to heat and 
sharp edges.

KEY FEATURES
 � Suitable for holsters, belts, pouches and harnesses.
 � Two lightweight single-action carabiners.
 � Low profile and lightweight design.
 � Compatible with tether-ready scaffold key.
 � Extra thick PU coated stainless steel coil.
 � Heat and cut resistant.

Min Length: 40cm | 16"

Max Length: 160cm | 63"

Max Load: 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

Dual Single-Action Carabiners With Swivel

COIL TETHER

CODE: H01068

DUAL-ACTION 
2.3kg I 5.0lbs

The Coil Tether Dual-Action is engineered to stay out of 
the way when not in use and provide versatility and access 
when the attached tool is required.

Lightweight dual-action carabiners on each end feature 
swivel heads for ultimate manoeuvrability without snags or 
tangles. 

The extra-thick PU coating on the 2.3kg/5.0lbs Coil Tether 
Dual-Action prevents kinking and is resistant to heat and 
sharp edges.

KEY FEATURES
 � Suitable for holsters, belts, pouches and harnesses.
 � Two lightweight dual-action carabiners.
 � Low profile and lightweight design.
 � Extra thick PU coated stainless steel coil.
 � Heat and cut resistant.

Min Length: 50cm | 20"

Max Length: 170cm | 67"

Max Load: 2.3kg | 5.0lbs

Two Dual-Action Carabiners With Swivel

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

CODE: H01069

TOOL TETHERS
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WEBBING WRIST TETHER

SINGLE-ACTION  
2.5kg I 5.0lbs

DUAL-ACTION   
2.5kg I 5.0lbs

Designed to be used with GRIPPS gloves and wristbands, 
the Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action provides tactical 
usability to handheld tools. 

Manufactured from an abrasion-resistant webbing, the 
hard-wearing Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action is 
exceptionally light.

Versatile enough for use with all hand-tools, the Webbing 
Wrist Tether Single-Action provides 360-degree mobility 
with dual swivel-head carabiners, meaning no more tangles 
or unnecessary tension on the line when working with 
hand tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � Abrasion resistant webbing.
 � Two swivel-head single-action carabiners.
 � Compatible with full range of GRIPPS gloves and 

wristbands.

Designed to be used with GRIPPS gloves and wristbands, 
the Webbing Wrist Tether Dual-Action provides tactical 
usability to handheld tools. 

Manufactured from an abrasion-resistant webbing, 
the hard-wearing Webbing Wrist Tether Dual-Action is 
exceptionally light.

Versatile enough for use with all hand-tools, the Webbing 
Wrist Tether Dual-Action provides 360-degree mobility with 
dual swivel-head carabiners, meaning no more tangles or 
unnecessary tension on the line when working with hand 
tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � Abrasion resistant webbing.
 � Two swivel-head dual-action carabiners.
 � Compatible with full range of GRIPPS gloves and 

wristbands.

Length: 25cm | 10"

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

Swivel-Head Single-Action Carabiners

Length: 25cm | 10"

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

Swivel-Head Dual-Action Carabiners

CODE: H01067 CODE: H01060

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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COIL HARD HAT TETHER

COIL HARD HAT TETHER COIL HARD HAT TETHER 
(NON-CONDUCTIVE)

Reliable and out of the way, the Coil Hard Hat Tether is so 
low-profile you won’t even know you’re wearing it. 

The coil features industrial grade PU to deliver strength 
and work-site ruggedness. 

With a metal clamp far exceeding its maximum load rating 
combined with a tactical, light-weight design, the Coil Hard 
Hat Tether brings dependable strength when needed, and 
low-profile compatibility when not.

KEY FEATURES
 � Lightweight and low profile design.
 � Extremely strong metal clamp.
 � Industrial grade PU.

Reliable and out of the way, the Coil Hard Hat Tether (Non-
Conductive) is so low-profile you won’t even know you’re 
wearing it. 

The coil features industrial-grade PU to deliver strength 
and work-site ruggedness. 

A poly clamp far exceeding its maximum load rating 
combines with a tactical, light-weight design, to deliver 
dependable strength when required, and low-profile 
compatibility when not.

KEY FEATURES
 � Lightweight and low profile design.
 � Strong, non-conductive poly clamp.
 � Industrial grade PU.

Min Length: 11cm | 4.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H01075

Min Length: 11cm | 4.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

CODE: H01070

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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COIL E-TETHER

WITH POLY CLIP & 
E-CATCH (NON-CONDUCTIVE)

WITH POLY CLIP
(NON-CONDUCTIVE)

CODE: H01063

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip & E-Catch (Non-Conductive) 
is engineered to withstand harsh work environments 
and keep your small electronic devices secure at height. 
A heavy-duty nylon clip connects your phone, camera, 
radio or another electronic device to the tether anchor 
point, with a single-action poly clip swivel head that allows 
freedom of movement without tangles.

A side-release attachment dock allows you to hot-swap any 
electronic device, providing a quick and secure solution 
to tethering cameras, cell phones, radios, and other small 
objects with an existing loop/hang hole.

The included E-Catch creates a tool connector point on 
items that do not come with an existing loop/hang-hole and 
are traditionally very difficult to tether. The PU coil stays 
compact and tight, staying out of the way when not in use. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 xH01035 E-Catch.
 � Heavy-duty nylon clip.
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip (Non-Conductive) is 
engineered to withstand harsh work environments and 
keep your small electronic devices secure at height. A 
heavy-duty nylon clip connects your phone, camera, radio 
or another electronic device to the tether anchor point, 
with a single-action poly clip swivel head that allows 
freedom of movement without tangles.

A side-release attachment dock allows you to hot-swap any 
electronic device, providing a quick and secure solution 
to tethering cameras, cell phones, radios, and other small 
objects with an existing loop/hang hole.

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip (Non-Conductive) combines 
perfectly with the E-Catch (not included), to create drop 
prevention solutions for items that do not come with an 
existing loop/hang-hole and are traditionally very difficult 
to tether. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty nylon clip.
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.
 � Connects to the E-Catch.

CODE: H01061

TOOL TETHERS
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WITH POLY CLAMP
(NON-CONDUCTIVE)

WITH POLY CLAMP & 
E-CATCH (NON-CONDUCTIVE)

CODE: H01065

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clamp (Non-Conductive) is 
your non-conductive solution for keeping small electronic 
devices secure at height in electrical environments. A tactical 
strength poly clamp allows absolute freedom of application, 
allowing you to anchor your phone, camera, radio or other 
electronic devices to virtually anywhere on your body.

A side-release attachment dock allows you to hot-swap any 
electronic device, providing a quick and secure solution 
to tethering cameras, cell phones, radios, and other small 
objects with an existing loop/hang hole.

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clamp (Non-Conductive) 
combines perfectly with the E-Catch (not included), to 
create drop prevention solutions for items that do not 
come with an existing loop/hang-hole and are traditionally 
very difficult to tether. The PU coil stays compact and tight, 
staying out of the way when not in use. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Non-conductive tactical strength poly clamp.
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.
 � Connects to the E-Catch.

The Coil E-Tether With Poly Clamp & E-Catch 
(Non-Conductive) is your non-conductive solution for 
keeping small electronic devices secure at height in 
electrical environments. A tactical strength poly clamp 
allows absolute freedom of application, allowing you to 
anchor your phone, camera, radio or other electronic 
devices to virtually anywhere on your body.

A side-release attachment dock allows you to hot-swap any 
electronic device, providing a quick and secure solution 
to tethering cameras, cell phones, radios, and other small 
objects with an existing loop/hang hole.

The included E-Catch creates a tool connector point on 
items that do not come with an existing loop/hang-hole and 
are traditionally very difficult to tether. The PU coil stays 
compact and tight, staying out of the way when not in use. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 x H01035 E-Catch.
 � Tactical strength, non-conductive poly clamp.
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.
 � Attaches to devices with and without tether attachment 

points.

COIL E-TETHER

CODE: H01059

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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WITH STEEL CLAMP WITH STEEL CLAMP
& E-CATCH

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

Min Length: 18cm | 7.0"

Max Length: 86cm | 34"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

The Coil E-Tether With Steel Clamp is engineered to 
withstand harsh work environments and keep your small 
electronic devices secure at height. 

An exceptionally strong steel clasp allows absolute 
freedom of application, allowing you to anchor your phone, 
camera, radio or other electronic devices to virtually 
anywhere on your body.

A side-release attachment dock allows you to hot-swap any 
electronic device, providing a quick and secure solution 
to tethering cameras, cell phones, radios, and other small 
objects with an existing loop/hang hole.

The Coil E-Tether With Steel Clamp combines perfectly 
with the E-Catch (not included), to create drop prevention 
solutions for items that do not come with an existing loop/
hang-hole and are traditionally very difficult to tether. The 
PU coil stays compact and tight, staying out of the way 
when not in use. 

KEY FEATURES
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.
 � Connects to the E-Catch.

The Coil E-Tether With Steel Clamp & E-Catch is engineered 
to withstand harsh work environments and keep your 
small electronic devices secure at height. 

An exceptionally strong steel clasp allows absolute 
freedom of application, allowing you to anchor your phone, 
camera, radio or other electronic devices to virtually 
anywhere on your body.

A side-release attachment dock with loop attachment allows 
you to hot-swap any electronic device with either an existing 
loop hole or E-Catch, providing a quick and secure solution to 
tethering cameras, phones, radios, and other small objects.

The included E-Catch creates a tool connector point on 
items that do not come with an existing loop/hang-hole and 
are traditionally very difficult to tether. The PU coil stays 
compact and tight, staying out of the way when not in use. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 x H01035 E-Catch.
 � PU coil for rugged use.
 � Low profile and lightweight.
 � Attaches to devices with and without tether 

attachment points.

COIL E-TETHER

CODE: H01066 CODE: H01064

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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TOOL GRAPPLE®

WITH AUTO-STOP

TOOL GRAPPLE®

TOOL GRAPPLE®

The Tool Grapple® sets the benchmark for retractable tool 
tethers in today’s world. 

Exclusively developed by GRIPPS and engineered to handle 
the rigours of the harshest height environments, this tool 
retractor exceeds expectations.

The Tool Grapple® has been dynamically tested for 
hand tools weighing up to 2.5kg/5.0lbs. This includes a 
substantial safety factor with the failure point recorded at 
550kg/1212lbs!

KEY FEATURES
 � Rubberised ABS synthetic housing.
 � Woven stainless steel (PU sleeved) wire cable for 

superior flexibility.
 � 1.25m/49" auto-retracting wire cable tether.
 � Self-locking dual-action carabiner for maximum safety.
 � Can be connected to the wrist when attached to a Wrist 

Anchor (H01086)

The Tool Grapple® With Auto-Stop sets the benchmark for 
retractable tool tethers in today’s world. 

Exclusively developed by GRIPPS and engineered to handle 
the rigours of the harshest height environments, this tool 
retractor exceeds expectations.

A built-in Auto-Stop feature allows you to lock the length of 
the wire cable tether to any length, avoiding tension on the 
tether while working. 

On top of this, the Tool Grapple® has been dynamically 
tested for hand tools weighing up to 2.5kg/5.0lbs‚ this 
includes a substantial safety factor with failure point 
recorded at 550kg/1212lbs!

KEY FEATURES
 � Auto-lock tether to any length.
 � Rubberised ABS synthetic housing.
 � Woven stainless steel (PU sleeved) wire cable for 

superior flexibility.
 � 1.25m/49" auto-retracting wire cable tether.
 � Self-locking dual-action carabiner for maximum safety.
 � Can be connected to the wrist when attached to a Wrist 

Anchor (H01086)

CODE: H01122

Max Length: 1.25m | 49"

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

Max Length: 1.25m | 49"

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H01123

TOOL TETHERS
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GEAR KEEPER TETHER 
WITH LOCK - 0.9kg I 2.0lbs

GEAR KEEPER TOOL 
TETHER CONNECTOR

Rugged and ready for industrial duty, the Gear Keeper 
Retractable Tool Tether With Lock is packed full of features. 

The stainless steel screw-lock carabiner gives maximum 
flexibility for tether anchorage, while the buckle allows 
rapid exchanging between multiple tools.

Protected against the elements and rated for industrial 
use, the housing box contains a locking retractor with a 
total reach of 1.5m/59".

KEY FEATURES
 � Stainless steel dual-action carabiner.
 � Locking retractor functionality.
 � Buckle clip to instantly swap out tools.
 � Includes retractor unit and 1 x Gear Keeper Tool  

Tether Connector.
 � Made in the USA.

The Gear Keeper Tool Tether Connector allows rapid 
exchanging between multiple tools when used with the 
Gear Keeper Dual-Action Retractable Tool Tether.

A nylon cord provides shock protection against drops and 
is resistant to abrasion and industrial conditions.

KEY FEATURES
 � Shock absorbing nylon cord.
 � Buckle clip to instantly swap out tools.
 � Comes in a 10 pack.
 � Made in the USA.  

CODE: H01127

Max Length: 1.5m | 59"

Max Load: 0.9kg | 2.0lbs

Screw-Lock Carabiner

Max Length: 1.5m | 59"

Max Load: 0.9kg | 2.0lbs

RETRACTABLE TOOL TETHER

CODE: H01129

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TOOL TETHERS
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T-REIGN GEAR TETHER 
WITH LOCK - 0.5kg I 1.0lbs

T-REIGN CLICK-CONNECT 
END FITTING

Secure your tool with confidence using the T-Reign 
Retractable Gear Tether With Lock. The extremely strong 
Kevlar cord extends to 1.2m/79" while the rust and weather 
resistant mechanism delivers smooth and silent operation.

Tether and swap your tools instantly with the Click-Connect 
feature. Line-locking functionality allows you to set the length 
of your tether to take tension off the tether as you work.

KEY FEATURES
 � Strong 1.2m/79" Kevlar cord‚ quiet smooth running and 

extremely strong.
 � Click-Connect buckle allows for rapid exchanging 

between multiple tools.
 � Rust and weather resistant hardware including high 

grade stainless steel spring, screws and gear loop.
 � Durable poly-carbonate case protecting against weather 

and knocks.
 � Lock system to keep gear tethered to any desired 

length.
 � Safety breakaway end fitting that disengages from unit 

at approximately 11kg/24lbs of force.
 � Made in the USA.

Tether and swap your tools instantly with the T-Reign Click-
Connect End Fitting. 

Compatible with the T-Reign Retractable Gear Tether.

KEY FEATURES
 � Click-Connect buckle allows for rapid exchanging 

between multiple tools.
 � Safety breakaway and fitting that disengages from unit 

at approximately 11kg/24lbs of force.
 � Made in the USA.

Max Length: 1.2m | 47"

Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs Max Load: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

RETRACTABLE TOOL TETHER

CODE: H01121 CODE: H01121QCCODE: H01121

TOOL TETHERS
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STEEL CABLE RETRACTOR UNIT - 0.7kg I 1.5lbs

Max Length: 120cm | 47"
 Max Load: 0.7kg | 1.5lbs

CODE: H01120

Replacement Steel Cable Retractor Unit for all  
GRIPPS retractor products including Tool Holsters  
and Tool Pouches.

KEY FEATURES
 � Premium quality.
 � Made in the USA.

DUAL-ACTION CARABINER

This heavy-duty alloy Dual-Action Carabiner is designed 
specifically for tool tethering. 

Lightweight and strong, a swivelling head allows 
absolute flexibility for tool use, while preventing knots 
and tangles in the tether.

A deep-set gripping pattern on the dual-action 
mechanism provides additional ease of operation and 
protects against slips.

KEY FEATURES
 � Constructed from strong and lightweight alloy.
 � Auto-locking dual-action.
 � Also available as a triple-action.
 � Strong, proven design.
 � Swivel head to prevent tangles in tether.
 � Deep-set gripping surface to prevent slips.
 � Open gate width of 13mm/0.5".

Max Load: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H01091

TOOL TETHERS
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MULE BAG

The champion of the GRIPPS lifting bag range, the Mule Bag provides 
a broad range of transportation and work-site mounting options.

The tough design with multiple reinforcement points makes it one 
of the strongest lifting bags on the global market, purpose-built to 
operate and last in the harshest of workplace environments.

Tool transportation at height is no longer a juggling act with 
reinforced backpack straps allowing the Mule Bag to be strapped 
on and carried, and a load rated lifting strap for when carrying 
heavier loads. 

An armoured insert protects the wearers back from sharp 
contents, while also keeping the Mule Bag upright and supported 
while not being worn.

Designed with accessibility in mind, the width of the bag allows 
for manual transportation even when climbing up caged ladders. 

The top opening can closed off via the heavy-duty zip, allowing 
you to secure bag contents against accidental spills.

If working on an Elevated Work Platform, use the mounting 
straps to create a mobile workstation, keeping your tools secure 
while your hands are free and your workspace is clear. Keep 
tools organised with a range of pockets, pouches and sheaths, 
including twin heavy-tool sleeves on the outside of the Mule Bag.

KEY FEATURES
 � Width compatible with standard Ladder Cages.

 � Reinforced backpack straps, EWP mounting 
straps and load rated lifting points.

 � A strong composite insert in the base of the 
bag protects against punctures.

 � Armoured insert for protection when wearing 
as a backpack.

 � Load rated heavy-tool sleeves on both sides of 
the bag.

 � Tether points inside and outside the bag for 
multiple tethering options.

 � Multiple compartments inside the bag for tool 
storage and organisation.

CODE: H01140

80kg | 176lbs 37cm | 15"45cm | 18" 18cm | 7.0"

MAX LOAD WIDTHHEIGHT DEPTH

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
BAGS &

POUCHES



MULE TOOL BACKPACK

Based on the same design as the best-selling GRIPPS Mule Bag, the 
Mule Tool Backpack provides all of the same key functionality in a 
smaller, more compact design. 

This lightweight and versatile bag is constructed from water-
repellent PVC leather and nylon materials. Extremely durable, the 
Mule Tool Backpack features additional reinforced material at the 
base, to protect against punctures. 

If you're working near a rail or scaffolding, fully load rated 
mounting straps allow you to secure the Mule Tool Backpack up off 
the ground. Accessing the contents is made easier with a fold-out 
front-panel supported by heavy-duty zips.

Stronger and more durable than a standard tool backpack, the 
Mule Tool Backpack is suitable for a range of worksite activities 
comfortably carrying power tools, hand-tools, accessories and other 
small objects. 

Tool organisation is sorted with a range of sleeves, zip-pockets and 
Velcro pockets lining the interior of the bag. Twin external straps 
keep tools such as Hammers and Podger Bars always at hand.

Two retractable tether pouches compliment a total of eight fully 
load rated D-Ring tether anchors (four inside, four outside), 
ensuring that every tool can be safely tethered.

KEY FEATURES
 � Lightweight, durable and robust 

design.

 � Made from water repellent PVC leather 
and Nylon fabric.

 � Reinforced, puncture-proof base. 

 � Load rated mounting straps for 
attaching to rails & scaffolding.

 � Tool organisation sleeves, pockets and 
straps. 

 � Multiple internal and external fully load 
rated anchor points.

CODE: H01141

40 GRIPPS.COM.AU | GRIPPSGLOBAL.COM

TRANSPORT & STORAGE

MAX LOAD
(D-Ring)

MAX LOAD
(Straps)

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 20kg | 44lbs

BAGS &
POUCHES
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BISON BAG

CODE: H01115

Loaded with features, the Bison Bag provides a comprehensive 
solution to tool management, transportation and tethering for 
working at height. Tether anchors inside and outside the bag keep 
tools secure and accessible, and an extra heavy-duty drawstring 
webbing keeps contents secured against spills and drops.

Built for harsh industrial environments, the Bison Bag protects 
against punctures with a composite insert built right into the 
base of the bucket. A fully load rated lifting strap allows for easy 
transportation of the Bison Bag to the work area. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty drawstring closure 

protecting against spills and drops.

 � Multiple inner pockets for 
comprehensive tool organisation.

 � Puncture-proof composite insert in 
the bucket base.

 � Tether anchor points on the inside 
and outside of the bucket.

 � Extra heavy-duty webbing for long-
lasting survival in the harshest of 
construction environments.

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 40cm | 16"45kg | 99lbs 30cm | 12"

MAX LOAD
(D-Ring) HEIGHTMAX LOAD

(Bucket) DIAMETER

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
BAGS &

POUCHES
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BULL BAG - 113kg I 249lbs

113kg | 249lbs 31cm | 12"38cm | 15"

MAX LOAD DIAMETERHEIGHT

Arguably the most robust lifting bag in the world,  
the reinforced Bull Bag features a smart locking 
Velcro mesh sleeve that protects against accidental 
spills and drops while allowing light into the bag.

Fully load rated reinforced lifting straps allows for 
easy transportation of the Bull Bag to the work area 
and built-in tether anchor points mean the tools are 
ready to be used as soon as the bag is opened. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty Velcro closure with locking 

feature protects against accidental spills.

 � Reinforced dual-layer mesh allows light 
into the bag for full content visibility.

 � A strong composite insert in the base 
of the bag protects against punctures.

 � Made with extra heavy-duty oil 
repellent vinyl and tested to last 
in the harshest of construction 
environments. 

 � Dual-action carabiner to secure Bull 
Bag during use.

 � Built-in tether anchor points inside the 
bucket, enabling tools to be tethered 
directly to the inside of each bag.

CODE: H01110

Dual-Action
Carabiner

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
BAGS &

POUCHES



ZIP-LOCK BAG - 30kg I 66lbs

KEY FEATURES
 � Puncture and water resistant.

 � 10mm/0.4" heavy-duty nylon zip.

 � Certified lifting strap. 

 � Reinforced lid and bottom. 
30kg | 66lbs 27cm | 11.5"46cm | 18"

MAX LOAD DIAMETERHEIGHT

Lightweight and built for strength, the Zip-Lock Bag 
combines multiple levels of functionality into an extremely 
affordable package. 

Constructed from water & puncture resistant nylon, the Zip-
Lock Bag features a heavy-duty type-10 nylon zip to keep the 
reinforced lid shut and your contents secure. The fully load-
rated lifting strap allows for flexibility in transportation, and a 
reinforced bottom ensures longevity in harsh conditions.

CODE: H01112

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ROPE ACCESS TOOL BAG

Robust, lightweight and packed with tether anchor points, the 
Rope Access Tool Bag keeps tools tethered and accessible 
whether they’re inside or outside of the bag. A zip closure 
keeps contents safe and secure during transportation, while 
an in-built metal-snap mechanism holds the top open and 
the contents accessible when on the job.

Heavy-duty tether anchors inside the bag complement 
an array of tether anchors on the outside, to ensure tools 
remain tethered during all stages of the job. Inner sleeves 
keep tools organised inside the bag.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compact and easily stored when not in use.

 � Heavy-duty zip closure for absolute tool security.

 � Metal-snap mechanism holds bag open or snaps it shut.

 � Heavy-duty tether anchors installed inside and outside 
the bag.

 � Inner pockets for tool organisation.

CODE: H01135

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

TRANSPORT & STORAGE

10kg | 22lbs 20cm | 8.0"30cm | 12"

MAX LOAD DIAMETERHEIGHT

44 GRIPPS.COM.AU | GRIPPSGLOBAL.COM
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LIFTING BAG INSERT

Instantly transform your GRIPPS Lifting Bag into a workable tool 
bag with the GRIPPS Lifting Bag Insert. 

Compatible with all GRIPPS Lifting Bags, this heavy-duty nylon 
insert holds the lifting bag open and provides multiple pockets  
for tool organisation. 

The design of the insert allows the pockets to fit underneath the 
existing tether anchor points on the lifting bag, meaning all tools 
inside the bag and pockets can be 100% safely tethered.

KEY FEATURES
 � Constructed from heavy-duty nylon.

 � 4 reinforced tool organisation pockets.

 � Compatible with the following GRIPPS lifting bags: 
H01110, H01115, H01112.

CODE: H01109

SCAFFOLD TUBE LIFTING BAG

Safely lift, transport & store multiple tubes of up to 1.8m in length 
with the GRIPPS Scaffold Tube Lifting Bag, and create a safer and 
more efficient job site.

A Hypalon reinforced base on the bottom resists punctures, and 
fully sealable enclosure at the top ensures that all contents of the 
bag stay safe and secure at all times.

Constructed with industrial-strength cotton canvas, the Scaffold 
Tube Lifting Bag is engineered to provide superior longevity and 
durability for all industrial construction and maintenance activities.

KEY FEATURES
 � Lift & transport tubes up to 1.8m in length.
 � Fully load rated lifting strap.
 � Puncture, chemical & temperature resistant Hypalon 

reinforced base.
 � Constructed from 26oz. cotton canvas.
 � Pull-string enclosure to fully secure contents. MAX LOAD: 45kg | 100lbs

CODE: H01101

SIZE ADJUSTABLE 
DIAMETER OF 

93cm x 27cm x 4.0mm
37" x 11" x 0.15"

27cm - 29cm 
10" - 11"

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
BAGS &

POUCHES
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GTS-20T/25T

The 20 or 25 tool GRIPPS Tethering Station (GTS-20T & GTS-25T) is 
a fully functional mobile tethering workstation, suitable for a range 
of environments. Constructed from an extra heavy-duty, 26-ounce 
canvas, the minimal/isolated use of metals and non-conductive 
tether anchors make the GTS safe for works around live electricity.

For all works at height, attach the GTS to scaffold tubes, handrails or 
EWP cages using the load rated and hard-wearing straps. Reinforced 
eyelets allow the GTS to be hung via hooks or tied off with rope to 
suit virtually any other conceivable environment.

Supported by a rigid backboard that prevents twisting or distortion, 
the GTS is loaded with options for a complete tool kit-out. Dual 
general-purpose pouches are reinforced with inner-stitched plating 
– perfect for battery tools. A range of stretch-webbing and canvas 
sheaths keep your full kit of hand-tools, heavy’s and equipment 
organised and accessible.

Strategically placed tether anchors ensure every tool is tethered 
and accessible at all times, with each tether anchor fully load rated 
and non-conductive. Two dual-action carabiners provide additional 
anchoring and tethering options.

KEY FEATURES
 � Organises & tethers up to 

up to either 20 or 25 tools.

 � Mounting straps 
compatible with EWP 
cages, scaffold tubing, 
handrails.

 � Reinforced stiff backing 
creates stable workstation.

 � Extra heavy-duty 26-ounce 
canvas.

 � Suitable for working in 
low voltage electrical 
environments.

SIZE MAX LOAD
(D-Ring)

20T 60cm x 55cm
24" x 22"

3.0kg
6.0lbs

25T 90cm x 55cm
35" x 22"

3.0kg
6.0lbs

20T CODE: H01147

25T CODE: H01145

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
ANSI/ISEA 121-2018

COMPLIANT

BAGS &
POUCHES
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BOLT-VAULT

KEY FEATURES
 � Creates an instant drop 

control environment around 
wearers hand.

 � Constructed from heavy-
duty nylon.

 � Folds down to a standard 
glove size when not in use.

 � Two reinforced mesh 
windows allow you to see 
objects inside.

 � Two tactical nylon weave 
panels allow insertion of 
tools/objects.

The Bolt-Vault is designed to mitigate the risk of small objects used during 
live-edge works. The patented design creates a protected environment 
around the wearer's hand, while two reinforced interlace panels allow for 
the insertion of tools and working applications (such as bolt threads).

Constructed from heavy-duty nylon, the Bolt-Vault has been strenuously 
tested in commercial environments to guarantee a long life under harsh 
working conditions. The tactical nylon weave allows tools and other 
objects to come into the working environment while maintaining the 
integrity of the drop protection zone.

The Bolt-Vault is secured to the wrist with industrial-grade Velcro and 
features two integrated and fully load rated tether anchor points, allowing 
the user to attached tools of up to 2.5kg/5.0lbs each directly to the Bolt-
Vault itself.

SIZE MAX LOAD
(D-Ring)

MAX LOAD
(Pouch)

13cm  x 11cm x 25cm
5.0" x 4.25" x 10"

2.5kg 
5.0lbs

2.5kg 
5.0lbs

CODE: H02105

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
ANSI/ISEA 121-2018

COMPLIANT

Patent
Pending

BAGS &
POUCHES
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BOLT-SAFE POUCH 

A 'best in class' self-closure system makes it almost 
impossible for loose nuts, bolts and other small items 
to fall out of the Bolt-Safe Pouch. 

Even when turned upside down and shaken 
vigorously, the Bolt-Safe Pouch keeps all contents 
trapped safely inside. Attaches to belt, railing, harness 
or scaffold tube with a load rated Velcro strap.

Compatible with both tool belts and harnesses, the 
Bolt-Safe Pouch self-closure system allows for easy 
retrieval of contents, even when wearing gloves.

The automatic self-closure system means no effort is 
required to keep contents trapped and secure.

MAX LOAD
(D-Ring)

MAX LOAD
(Pouch)

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 5.0kg | 11lbs

KEY FEATURES
 � Keeps objects such as nuts, bolts, 

screws etc. securely enclosed.

 � Fits easily onto most tool 
belts and can easily be fitted 
to harnesses and rails with 
Velcro strap.

 � Canvas material that repels oil 
and is easy to wipe clean.

 � Reach-in retrieval and 
automatic self-closure means 
no more lids or zips.

CODE: H02101

TRANSPORT & STORAGE
BAGS &

POUCHES
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TRANSPORT & STORAGE

BOLT-SAFE RAIL BAG

Building on the legacy of the Bolt-Safe Pouch, the 
Bolt-Safe Rail Bag features the same 'best in class' self-
closure system that makes it almost impossible for 
loose nuts, bolts and other small items to fall out.

The Bolt-Safe Rail Bag attaches to belts, railing, harnesses 
and scaffold tubes with fully load rated straps. 

Even when turned upside down and shaken vigorously, 
the Rail Bag keeps all contents trapped safely inside.

A reinforced mesh window allows light into the pouch, 
eliminating the guessing game of trying to find items in 
the pouch by touch alone.

CODE: H02102

KEY FEATURES
 � Keeps small objects such 

as nuts, bolts, screws etc. 
securely enclosed.

 � Attaches easily to tool belts, 
harnesses and rails.

 � Made from tough canvas 
that repels oil and is easy to 
wipe clean.

 � Reach-in retrieval and 
automatic self-closure means 
no more lids or zips. 

 � Reinforced mesh window 
allows light inside the pouch.

SIZE MAX LOAD
(Pouch)

30cm x 20cm x 6.0cm
12" x 8" x 2.5"

5.0kg 
11lbs

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

BAGS &
POUCHES
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TRANSPORT & STORAGE

LOCKJAW RIGGERS BAG

This practical tool bag packs a heap of features that make tool 
organisation, access and storage a breeze. 

Featuring a robust metal snap frame built into the zip, the Lockjaw 
Riggers Bag can be locked open or closed, allowing you to access all 
contents of the bag without having to work around a flimsy lid. 

Suited for a variety of small objects and hand tools, the inner sleeve 
features a variety of pouches, pockets and sleeves to keep everything 
at hand and organised. 

Six internal and four external fully load rated D-Rings gives you total 
flexibility in tethering all contents against drops. 

Fully load rated loops allow for the Lockjaw Riggers Bag to be attached 
to a tool belt or harness, at the waist, chest or over the shoulder. 

KEY FEATURES
 � A metal snap frame that 

allows the bag to be locked 
open or closed.

 � Industrial strength zip to 
totally secure contents.

 � Inner sleeve tool organisation 
pockets, sleeves & pouches. 

 � A total of 10 load rated D-Rings 
to attach tethers to.

 � Can be attached to work 
belts and harnesses in a 
variety of locations. 

 � Suitable for hand tools, small 
objects & materials.

CODE: H02106

SIZE MAX LOAD

25cm  x 20cm x 8cm
9.8" x 7.8" x 3.2"

5.0kg 
11lbs

BAGS &
POUCHES
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

WORK BELTS

The GRIPPS Comfort Work Belt With Back Support 
introduces a new level of wear-ability and safety to workers 
operating at height, alongside a swag of features. One of 
the lightest in its class, the Comfort Work Belt also packs 
‘Ergo-Motion’ back support to provide ultimate comfort.

Compatible with all GRIPPS holsters and pouches, the 
Comfort Work Belt allows full customisation of composition 
and layout so you can work the way you want to. The form-
poly belt support has a heavy-duty Cordura structure, 
providing exceptional longevity.

KEY FEATURES
 � Allows for full customisation of holster and pouch layout.
 � Multiple load rated tether anchors for tether attachment.
 � Engineered ‘Ergo-Motion’ back support for ultimate comfort.
 � Amazingly lightweight.
 � ‘Ergo-Motion’ design engineered to spread the weight of 

a loaded belt evenly on the user.
 � Heavy-duty Cordura structure.
 � Reinforced form-poly belt support.
 � Dual pin belt buckle.

Cutting edge ergo-dynamics engineered with work site 
toughness is what you can expect from the GRIPPS 
Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt.

The ‘Ergo-Motion’ design with reinforced form-poly belt 
support provides absolute comfort to the wearer, while the 
heavy-duty Cordura structure ensures it survives the wear 
and tear in the most demanding conditions.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with the Work Belt Back Support.
 � Heavy-duty Cordura structure.
 � Reinforced with form-poly belt support.
 � Dual pin belt buckle.
 � ‘Ergo-Motion’ design for maximum comfort.

COMFORT WORK BELT 
WITH BACK SUPPORT

REINFORCED SYNTHETIC 
WORK BELT

CODE: H01116 CODE: H01119

Max Load (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.5lbs

Size: One Size Fits All Size: One Size Fits All

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

BOA HOLSTER

ECONO BELT

The Battery Operated Arrest (BOA) Holster keeps battery-
operated hand tools secured and at hand. Compatible with 
any standard tool belt, the self-locking hook immediately 
captures and secures your tool by simply dropping it into 
the holster.

Ideal for scaffolders, roofers or construction professionals 
who work at height and need free hands for productivity 
and safety, the BOA Holster simplifies tool holstering with 
its single-handed operation.

Combine with a GRIPPS Belt-Loop Anchor & Tether for a 
fully load rated tool drop prevention system.

KEY FEATURES
 � Made from industrial strength, lightweight plastic.
 � Spring loaded mechanism immediately traps tools 

in holster.
 � Compatible with virtually any work belt.
 � Instant drop prevention security for battery operated 

hand-tools.

Carry up to three tools or holsters with one of the lightest 
work belts in the world. 

Made from an exceptionally strong Nylon weave, it also 
features a full-length Velcro inlay, allowing you to set 
the length of the belt to any size between 71cm/28" and 
122cm/48". 

The lightweight side release buckle makes the GRIPPS Econo 
Belt a breeze to take on or off - or even use as a stabilising 
strap for tool transportation such as the Mule Bag.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ultra-lightweight and strong Nylon belt.
 � Adjustable to any length with Velcro inlay.
 � Heavy-duty POM side release buckle.
 � Attach up to three tools or holsters.
 � Secure backpacks to your body.

MAX LOAD: 5.0kg | 11lbs

MAX LOAD: 15kg | 33lbs

CODE: H02031

CODE: H01114

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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BELT-LOOP ANCHOR

Compatible with all 50mm/2.0" work belts, the Belt-Loop 
Anchor creates an instant tether anchor that is fully load rated. 

Just thread your work belt through the Belt-Loop Anchor 
and attach your tethered tool.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H01142

TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

SINGLE TOOL HOLSTER

Designed for working at height, the Single Tool Holster 
keeps your tools secure and accessible in a lightweight  
and industrial-grade design.

The robust and compact Single Tool Holster is ideal for 
tools such as nips, torpedo levels and wire cutters.

KEY FEATURES
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.
 � Compatible with the H01120 Steel Cable Retractor Unit.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H02017

Compatible with all standard work belts, the Claw Hammer 
Holster keeps your tools secure and easily accessible with a 
high-quality nylon strap secured with a snap-lock button.

Two load rated D-Rings allow you to tether your tool to the 
holster keeping it secure against drops.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H02062

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

CLAW HAMMER HOLSTER

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs
MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H02019

AUTO-LOCK SINGLE TOOL HOLSTER

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Single 
Tool Holster With Auto-Stop keeps your tools secure and 
accessible in a lightweight and industrial-grade design. The 
robust and compact Single Tool Holster is ideal for tools 
such as nips, torpedo levels and wire cutters.

Developed in the USA, built-in retractor technology is the 
result of extensive research and on-site trialling. It features 
a locking system to remove tension from the tether while 
working with your tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � Built-in auto-stop retractor.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.
 � Heavy-duty tether cable.

Max Length: 1.2m | 47"

SINGLE TOOL HOLSTER

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Single 
Tool Holster keeps your tools secure and accessible in a 
lightweight and industrial-grade design. The robust and 
compact Single Tool Holster is ideal for tools such as nips, 
torpedo levels and wire cutters.

Developed in the USA, built-in retractor technology is the 
result of extensive research and on-site trialling. It features 
a locking system to remove tension from the tether while 
working with your tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � Built-in retractor.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.
 � Heavy-duty tether cable.

Max LENGTH: 120cm | 3'11.2'' Tool Included: None
MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H02018

Max Length: 1.2m | 47"

RETRACTABLE

RETRACTABLE
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Max Length: 1.2m | 47"

TAPE MEASURE HOLSTER

TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

TAPE MEASURE HOLSTER

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs 

CODE: H02054

Designed for working at height, the Tape Measure Holster 
keeps your tools secure and accessible in a lightweight 
and industrial-grade design.

The robust and compact Tape Measure Holster suits all 
standard tape measure sizes.

KEY FEATURES
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs
MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbs

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Tape 
Measure Holster keeps your tools secure and accessible 
in a lightweight and industrial-grade design. The robust 
and compact Tape Measure Holster suits all standard tape 
measure sizes.

Developed in the USA, built-in retractor technology is the 
result of extensive research and on-site trialling. It features 
a locking system to remove tension from the tether while 
working with your tools.

KEY FEATURES
 � Built-in retractor.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

CODE: H02055

RETRACTABLE

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H02057

TAPE MEASURE LATCH

Engineered to be used with the GRIPPS Tape Measure 
Catch, the Tape Measure Latch enables quick tethering 
and holstering of tape measures. 

A mounted quick-connect platform secures the Tape 
Measure Catch when not in use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with the GRIPPS Tape Measure Catch.
 � Quick-connect platform for securing your tape measure 

when not in use.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs
MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H02058

TAPE MEASURE LATCH

Engineered to be used with the GRIPPS Tape Measure 
Catch, the Retractable Tape Measure Latch enables quick 
tethering and holstering of tape measures.

A steel retractor cable feeds through the back of the unit, 
connecting to the Tape Measure Catch. A mounted quick-
connect platform secures the Tape Measure Catch when 
not in use.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with the GRIPPS Tape Measure Catch.
 � Built-in retractor.
 � Quick-connect platform for securing your tape measure 

when not in use.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.

RETRACTABLE

Max Length: 1.2m | 47"

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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MAX LOAD: 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

CODE: H02056

TAPE MEASURE CATCH

Engineered to be compatible with virtually all tape measure 
brands from 5.0m - 8.0m/197" - 315" in length, the Tape 
Measure Catch retains full functionality while providing 
security when working at heights.

Used in conjunction with a Tether, GRIPPS Tape Measure 
Latch or GRIPPS Tape Measure Holster, the Tape Measure 
Catch keeps your tape measure out of the way when not 
needed, and in your hand when it is.

KEY FEATURES
 � Can be worn on or off a work belt.
 � Compatible with the GRIPPS Tape Measure Latch and 

GRIPPS Tape Measure Holster.
 � Compatible with virtually all tape measure brands and 

sizes from 5.0m - 8.0m/197" - 315".
 � Maintains full tape measure functionality whilst secured.

TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

MAX LOAD: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H02036

Compatible with a wide range of monitors, including 
RadMan's, the Monitor/RadMan Holster allows safe 
transportation and operation of monitors when working  
at height.

Easily mounted to either work belts or harnesses, the 
Monitor/RadMan Holster uses a two-way Velcro mounting 
sleeve to secure itself to the user. 

Use in conjunction with a Coil E-Tether with E-Catch to 
protect against drops.

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with a wide range of monitors including 

RadMan's.
 � Easily mountable to work belts or harnesses via  

a two-way Velcro mounting sleeve.
 � Compatible with the GRIPPS Coil E-Tether With  

Poly Clip.

MONITOR/RADMAN HOLSTER

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

MAX LOAD: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs 

CODE: H02035

Compatible with virtually every Two-Way Radio on the 
market, the Adjustable Radio Holster is also compatible with 
other small electronic devices such as phones and cameras.

Easily mounted to either work belts or harnesses, the 
Adjustable Radio Holster uses a two-way Velcro mounting 
sleeve to secure itself to the user. 

An included Coil E-Tether With E-Catch protects 
equipment against drops.

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 x H01063 Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip 

(Non-Conductive).
 � Fully adjustable to be compatible with virtually all Two-

Way Radios.
 � Suitable for use with all small electronic devices such 

as phones and cameras.
 � Easily mountable to work belts or harnesses via a two-

way Velcro mounting sleeve.

ADJUSTABLE WITH COIL 
E-TETHER AND E-CATCH

CODE: H02034

MAX LOAD: 0.5kg | 1.0lbs 

Compatible with virtually every Two-Way Radio on the 
market, the Adjustable Radio Holster is also compatible with 
other small electronic devices such as phones and cameras.

Easily mounted to either work belts or harnesses, the 
Adjustable Radio Holster uses a two-way Velcro mounting 
sleeve to secure itself to the user. 

Use in conjunction with a GRIPPS Coil E-Tether With E-Catch 
to protect against drops.

KEY FEATURES
 � Fully adjustable to be compatible with virtually all Two-

Way Radios.
 � Suitable for use with all small electronic devices such as 

phones and cameras.
 � Easily mountable to work belts or harnesses via a two-

way Velcro mounting sleeve.
 � Compatible with the GRIPPS Coil E-Tether range.

ADJUSTABLE

TWO-WAY RADIO HOLSTER

TWO-WAY RADIO HOLSTER

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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CODE: H02049

SCAFFOLD KEY HOLSTER

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Scaffold Key 
Holster keeps your scaffold key secure and accessible in a 
lightweight and industrial-grade design. 

A Velcro flap combines with the retractable steel tether to 
keep scaffold keys secure when working at height.

Developed in the USA, the built-in retractor technology 
is the result of extensive research and on-site trialling, 
featuring a heavy-duty steel tether cable and smooth, silent 
extension.

KEY FEATURES
 � Built-in retractor with heavy-duty tether cable.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs
MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbsMax Length: 1.2m | 47"

MAX LOAD: 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H02047

TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

SCAFFOLD KEY HOLSTER

Designed for working at height, the Scaffold Key Holster 
keeps your scaffold key secure and accessible in a 
lightweight and industrial-grade design.

A Velcro flap keeps scaffold keys secure when working at 
height, and fully load rated D-Rings provide tether anchor 
points for securing the scaffold key via tether when in use.

KEY FEATURES
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

RETRACTABLE

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

CODE: H02046

Designed for working at height, the Ratchet/Wrench 
Holster keeps your tools secure and accessible in a 
lightweight and industrial-grade design.

A Velcro flap keeps ratchets and wrenches secure when 
working at height, and fully load rated D-Rings provide 
tether anchor points for securing tools via tether when 
in use.

KEY FEATURES
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

CODE: H02048

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Ratchet/
Wrench Holster keeps your tools secure and accessible in a 
lightweight and industrial-grade design. 

A Velcro flap combines with the retractable steel tether to 
keep ratchets and wrenches secure when working  
at height.

Developed in the USA, the built-in retractor technology 
is the result of extensive research and on-site trialling, 
featuring a heavy-duty steel tether cable and smooth, 
silent extension.

KEY FEATURES
 � Built-in retractor with heavy-duty tether cable.
 � 2 x load rated D-Rings providing additional tether 

anchor points.
 � Lightweight design with industrial toughness.

MAX LOAD (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs
MAX LOAD (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbsMax Length: 1.2m | 47"

RATCHET/WRENCH HOLSTER

RETRACTABLE

RATCHET/WRENCH HOLSTER ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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MAX LOAD: 0.75kg | 1.0lbs

CODE: H02038

BOTTLE/SPRAY CAN HOLSTER

Keep drinks cool and spray cans secure with the Insulated 
Water Bottle/Spray Can holster.

Constructed from synthetic rubber that insulates against 
heat, the top securing flap has been engineered to allow 
full functionality of a spray-can from within the holster, as 
well as access to water bottle pop-tops and screw tops.

KEY FEATURES
 � Insulated synthetic rubber design that can stretch to 

accommodate most sizes of bottles and cans.
 � Full functionality of spray cans and screw/pop-top 

water bottles whilst in the holster.

TOOL BELTS & HOLSTERS

BATTERY CATCH HOLSTER

A real game-changer when it comes to securing power 
tools for working at height, the Battery Catch Holster 
combines hot-swap flexibility with zero operational impact. 
A reinforced nylon housing with adjustable strap makes the 
Battery Catch Holster compatible with virtually all power 
tool brands.

By turning your battery pack into a hot-swappable tool 
tether point, you can rapidly tether power tools as required 
by simply plugging in the battery. Traditional tethering 
methods for power tools, such as tether anchors and 
hitch’s, impact usability by taking up grip space. The Battery 
Catch Holster avoids this through intelligent, flexible design 
that keeps right out of the way when you’re working.

KEY FEATURES
 � Tethers your power tool and battery in a singular holster.
 � Compatible with virtually all power tool brand batteries.
 � Ability to remove and plug battery into power tools 

whilst inside the holster.
 � Tough reinforced nylon housing for long term durability.
 � No impact on grip area, affecting power tool usability. MAX LOAD: 4.5kg | 10lbs

CODE: H02032

INSULATED

ANSI/ISEA 121-2018
COMPLIANT
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KITS

Supplied fully stocked, with setup 
and on-site installation options 
available. Included with The Drop 
Box is on-site training for work-site or 
retail store workers in best-practice 
use of the GRIPPS range.

A true turn-key solution, The Drop 
Box provides 100% support for your 
work-site dropped tool prevention 
policy and ensures that all of your 
site workers have ready access to a 
comprehensive range of drop tool 
prevention equipment.

KEY FEATURES
 � Industrial duty 0.6mm x 

1.0mm/0.02" x 0.04" steel 
construction.

 � Lockable keyed doors with 3 
locking points.

 � Sliding draw and fixed height work 
bench.

 � Pegboard panel for hooks.
 � Louvred panel for plastic tubs.
 � Quality durable powder coat finish.

THE DROP BOX

 � 1 x Tool Height Safety Station Cabinet With Storage 
Compartments, Tubs & Pegs

 � 6 x H01079 Webbing Tether Extra Heavy-Duty Dual-Action 

 � 20 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action

 � 3 x H01076 Webbing Tether Heavy-Duty Dual-Action

 � 3 x H01071 Bungee Tether Heavy-Duty Dual-Action

 � 10 x H01069 Coil Tether Dual-Action

 � 20 x H01086 Adjustable Wrist-Anchor

 � 20 x H01021 Swivel Catch

 � 30 x H01005 Tool Catch

 � 30 x H01006 Tool Catch

 � 10 x H01055 Tool-Hitch

 � 10 x H01056 Single Arm Tool-Hitch

 � 10 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool-Hitch

 � 2 x H01058 Heavy-Duty Tool-Hitch

 � 10 x H02034 Adjustable Two-Way Radio Holster

 � 6 x H01122 Tool Grapple®

 � 10 x H02039 Phone Gripper

 � 10 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch

 � 10 x H02038 Insulated Water Bottle/Spray Can Holster

 � 3 x H02032 Battery Catch Holster

 � 20 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor

 � 3 x H01110 Bull Bag With Dual-Action Carabiner

 � 3 x H01140 Mule Bag

 � 30 x H01030 Screwlock Cable

 � 30 x H01031 Screwlock Cable

 � 20 x H01066 Coil E-Tether With Steel Clamp

 � 20 x H01035 E-Catch

 � 20 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action

 � 20 x H01070 Coil Hard Hat Tether

 � 5 x S21620P C5-Impact Technique With Tool Tether Size: M

 � 10 x S21620P C5-Impact Technique With Tool Tether Size: L

 � 5 x S21620P C5-Impact Technique With Tool Tether Size: XL

 � 3 x H02101 Bolt-Safe Pouch

 � 3 x HS-3010 “DROP ZONE” Barrier Tape

 � 3 x HS-E02000 Bunting Safety Flags on Ropes

KIT CONTENTS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

1.85m | 73" 1.0m | 39" 56cm | 22" H01409

CODE
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KITS

Designed to suit the budget conscious, this kit equips 
the worker with ample provisions to safety and securely 
tether approximately 10 tools from their kit.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 6 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool Hitch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01401

ESSENTIALS 10 TOOL TETHER KIT

TAPE MEASURE LATCH KIT

The Tape Measure Latch Kit combines the GRIPPS Tape Measure 
Latch with the Tape Measure Catch, creating an all-in-one tape 
measure tethering solution. 

Compatible with virtually all tape measure brands from 5m - 
8m/197"- 315", the Tape Measure Latch Kit is a robust and compact 
piece of kit featuring built-in retractor, 2 load rated D-Rings, Swivel 
Catch and a Tape Measure Latch.

Designed for working at height, the Retractable Tape Measure 
Holster keeps your tools secure and accessible in a lightweight and 
industrial-grade design. The robust and compact Tape Measure 
Holster suits all standard tape measure sizes.

Developed in the USA, the built-in retractor technology is the result of 
extensive research and on-site trialling. It features a locking system to 
remove tension from the tether while working with your tools.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H02058 Retractable Tape Measure Latch
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01021 Swivel Catch

Max Load (D-Ring): 2.5kg | 5.0lbs

Max Load (Retractor): 0.7kg | 1.0lbs

Max Load (Holster): 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

CODE: H02059
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V-GRIPP TAPE & TOOL CATCH KIT

KITS

10 TOOL TETHER KIT WITH BULL BAG

The ideal kit for the worker with occasional at-height 
tasks. The 10 Tool Tether Kit With Bull Bag features the 
core items that make up the GRIPPS drop-prevention 
system, and is designed to cater for 10+ tools.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 6 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool Hitch
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01110 Bull Bag
 � 2 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable

CODE: H01400

Get to work right away with the V-Gripp Tape & Tool 
Catch Pack. This pack covers you for up to 6 tools, with 
two Tool Catch size variations covering tool weights up to 
2.5kg/5.0lbs.  

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 3 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch

Installation Instructions
Cut a length of V-Gripp Tape approximately 30cm/1.0" 
 (or enough to go around the tool 10 times). Position the 
Tool Catch on the tool. Apply V-Gripp Tape, pulling it tight 
and without covering the ‘Catch’ on the Tool Catch.

NO HEAT OR ADDITIONAL PROCESS REQUIRED!

CODE: H01417 MAX LOAD SIZE

1.0kg | 2.0lbs 12mm x 55mm | 0.5" x 2.0"

2.5kg | 5.0lbs 25mm x 90mm | 1" x 3.5"
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KITS

Now available packaged as trade-specific kits, these user-
friendly kits cater for a large variety of hand tools and are 
economically priced to suit both the individual user as 
well as large scale shut-down/construction operations.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 3 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 2 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01410

RIGGERS TRADE KIT

SCAFFOLDERS TRADE KIT

Now available packaged as trade-specific kits, these user-
friendly kits cater for a large variety of hand tools and are 
economically priced to suit both the individual user as 
well as large scale shut-down/construction operations.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 5 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 1 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 2 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01411
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KITS

Now available packaged as trade-specific kits, these user-
friendly kits cater for a large variety of hand tools and are 
economically priced to suit both the individual user as 
well as large scale shut-down/construction operations.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 2 x H01069 Coil Tether Dual-Action
 � 10 x H01037 Tool Ring
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 3 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01412

BOILERMAKER/WELDERS TRADE KIT

ELECTRICAL TRADE KIT

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 X H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01068 Coil tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 5 x H01007 Tool Catch (Non-Conductive)
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01062 Coil Single-Action Wrist Tether                 

(Non-Conductive)
 � 1 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H03044 Little Gripper Kit
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01413
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KITS

MECHANICAL FITTERS TRADE KIT

KIT CONTENTS
 � 25 x H01037 Tool Ring
 � 1 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 7 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01068 Coil Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H03044 Little Gripper Kit
 � 1 x Kit Bag

Perfect for a small range of tools, or to protect yourself 
against drops when working on DIY projects.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 3 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x Kit Bag

CODE: H01414

CODE: H01415

DIY ESSENTIALS KIT
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KITS

MULE BAG KIT

Created for Elevated Work Platform tasks, this kit is ideal 
for a broad spectrum of access platform tasks, as well as 
being economically priced to suit both the individual user 
as well as large scale shut-down/construction operations.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 3 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool Hitch
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 2 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01140 Mule Bag
 � 2 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H03044 Little Gripper Kit

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01135 Rope Access Tool Bag
 � 1 x H01086 Adjustable Wrist-Anchor
 � 1 x H01060 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 4 x H01074 Bungee Tether Triple-Action
 � 5 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 5 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 5 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 5 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool-Hitch
 � 1 x H02036 Monitor/RadMan Holster
 � 1 x H01061 Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip & E-Catch 

(Non-Conductive)

CODE: H01416

CODE: H01419

TELCO KIT



CODE: H01418

KIT CONTENTS
 � 5 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 5 x H01055 Tool-Hitch
 � 1 x H01086 Adjustable Wrist Anchor
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 15 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 15 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 9 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 9 x H01006 Tool Catch

 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 2 x H01068 Coil Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x Kit Bag

Now available packaged 
as trade-specific kits, these 
user-friendly kits cater for a 
large variety of hand tools 
and are economically priced 
to suit both the individual 
user as well as large scale 
construction operations.

KITS

FACADE WORKERS KIT

72 GRIPPS.COM.AU | GRIPPSGLOBAL.COM
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 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01079 Webbing Tether Extra Heavy-Duty Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 6 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 3 x H01006 Tool Catch 

 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool-Hitch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 3 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 2 x H02102 Bolt-Safe Rail Bag
 � 1 x H01145 GTS-25T
 � 1 x H03044P Little Gripper With GrippLink Kit

CODE: H01420

KIT CONTENTS

Created for Elevated Work 
Platform tasks, this kit is ideal 
for a broad spectrum of access 
platform tasks, as well as being 
economically priced to suit 
both the individual user as 
well as large scale shut-down/
construction operations.

KITS

EWP TOOL TETHER KIT
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KITS

40 TOOL TETHER KIT WITH BULL BAG
AND BOLT-SAFE POUCH

CODE: H01403

This all-rounder kit provides 
a comprehensive range of 
options to safely tether hand 
tools when working at height.

Featuring components drawn 
from most areas of the GRIPPS 
drop-prevention system, this kit 
makes an excellent addition to 
many tool kits.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 9 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 9 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 1 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool-Hitch
 � 5 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 3 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H01069 Coil Tether Dual-Action
 � 2 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 2 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 2 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01110 Bull Bag

 � 1 x H01063 Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip (Non-Conductive)
 � 1 x H01035 E-Catch
 � 1 x H02101 Bolt-Safe Pouch
 � 25 x H01037 Tool Ring
 � 6 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 6 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H01075 Coil Hard Had Tether (Non-Conductive)
 � 1 x H02039 Phone Gripper
 � 2 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H03044P Little Gripper With GrippLink Kit
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KITS

60 TOOL TETHER KIT WITH BULL BAG
AND BOLT-SAFE POUCH

 � 15 x H01005 Tool Catch
 � 15 x H01006 Tool Catch
 � 2 x H01057 Dual Arm Tool-Hitch
 � 10 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 2 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 2 x H01069 Coil Tether Dual-Action
 � 4 x H01010 V-Gripp Tape
 � 2 x H01085 Slip-On Wrist Anchor (Medium)
 � 2 x H01067 Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action
 � 1 x H01110 Bull Bag
 � 1 x H02101 Bolt-Safe Pouch

 � 1 x H01035 E-Catch
 � 1 x H01063 Coil E-Tether With Poly Clip (Non-Conductive)
 � 25 x H01037 Tool Ring
 � 1 x H01121 T-Reign Retractable Gear Tether With Lock
 � 9 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 9 x H01031 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x H01075 Coil Hard Had Tether (Non-Conductive)
 � 1 x H02039 Phone Gripper
 � 2 x H01142 Belt-Loop Anchor
 � 1 x H03044P Little Gripper With GrippLink Kit

CODE: H01406

KIT CONTENTS

This kit provides a 
comprehensive solution for 
the serious at-height worker. 
This kit is designed to cater 
for virtually any hand tool and 
tool kits containing up to 60 
tools.

By providing a broad selection 
from the GRIPPS range, you 
have a one-stop solution to 
ensure the safety of your 
project with one purchase.
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KITS

SCAFFOLDERS KIT

5 TOOL RETRACTABLE

The fully tethered Retractable 5 Tool Scaffolders Kit comes 
fully assembled with five quality tools and retractable steel 
tethers, installed on a premium reinforced form-poly belt.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognised as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Reinforced form-poly belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Lightweight and ergonomic.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x GRIPPS Sports Bag
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 2 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02018 Retractable Single Tool Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 2 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 4 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x D13001 Claw Hammer
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10”
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 3 x H01120 Steel Cable Retractor Unit

CODE: K02027-C

 5 TOOL BUNGEE & COIL

The fully tethered Bungee & Coil 5 Tool Scaffold Kit comes 
fully assembled with five quality tools and certified GRIPPS 
bungee and coil tool tethers, installed on a premium 
reinforced form-poly belt.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognized as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Reinforced form-poly belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Lightweight and ergonomic.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02017 Single Tool Holster
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 2 x H02046 Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02054 Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 4 x H01068 Coil tether Single-Action
 � 1 x D13001 Claw Hammer
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10”
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level

CODE: K02026
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7 TOOL RETRACTABLE

The fully tethered Retractable 7 Tool Scaffolders Kit comes 
fully assembled with seven quality tools and retractable 
steel tethers, installed on a premium Comfort Work Belt 
with back support.
Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognised as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Reinforced form-poly belt with 7 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Lightweight and ergonomic.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x GRIPPS Sports Bag
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 5 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 2 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02049 Retractable Scaffold Key Holster
 � 2 x H02018 Retractable Single Tool Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action 
 � 1 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x D13001 Claw Hammer
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10”
 � 1 x D22060 Knipex Nips
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x K00044 Stainless Steel Scaffold Key 1/2 With Coil 

Tether Single-Action
 � 3 x H01120 Steel Cable Retractor Unit

CODE: K02018-C

KITS

SCAFFOLDERS KIT

7 TOOL BUNGEE

The fully tethered Bungee 7 Tool Scaffolders Kit comes fully 
assembled with seven quality tools and certified GRIPPS 
bungee tool tethers, installed on a premium Comfort Work 
Belt with back support. 

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognised as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Reinforced form-poly belt with 7 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Lightweight and ergonomic.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x GRIPPS Sports Bag
 � 1 x H01116 Comfort Work Belt With Back Support
 � 3 x H02046 Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02054 Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H02047 Scaffold Key Holster
 � 2 x H02017 Single Tool Holster
 � 7 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x K01000 Ergo Scaffold Hammer
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10”
 � 1 x D22060 Knipex Nips
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x K00044 Stainless Steel Scaffold Key 1/2 With Coil 

Tether Single-Action

CODE: K02025
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SCAFFOLDERS KIT

KITS

7 SKIN

Complete with seven holsters on a Reinforced Synthetic 
Work Belt, the 7 Skin Scaffolders Kit enables the wearer to 
customise their tooling.

The GRIPPS range of holsters and pouches feature fully load 
rated attachment points for tethering, as well as the option 
for retractor units.

KEY FEATURES
 � 7 Holsters with provision for retractable or coil/bungee 

tethers.
 � Fully load rated and certified for use with tool tethers.
 � Premium quality and lightweight.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 2 x H02017 Single Tool Holster
 � 1 x H02054 Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02047 Scaffold Key Holster
 � 3 x H02046 Ratchet/Wrench Holster

CODE: K02021

7 SKIN RETRACTABLE

Complete with seven retractable holsters on a premium 
Comfort Work Belt with back support, the Retractable 7 
Skin Scaffolders Kit enables the wearer to customise their 
tooling.

The GRIPPS range of holsters and pouches feature fully load 
rated attachment points for tethering, as well as load rated 
retractable steel tethers.

KEY FEATURES
 � 7 holsters with retractor units plus hammer holster.
 � Fully load rated tether anchors for additional tethering 

points.
 � Premium quality and lightweight.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01116 Comfort Work Belt With Back Support
 � 2 x H02018 Retractable Single Tool Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H02049 Retractable Scaffold Key Holster
 � 3 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action

CODE: K02019
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KITS

SCAFFOLDERS KIT

5 TOOL RETRACTABLE ECONO

CODE: K02024

The fully tethered Retractable 5 Tool Econo Scaffolders Kit 
comes fully assembled with five quality tools and retractable 
steel tethers, installed on strong Nylon weave Econo Belt.

Lightweight, functional, heavy-duty and cost efficient, this kit 
is designed to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool system 
that out-performs expectations and is recognised as ‘best 
practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ultra-lightweight and strong Nylon belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Cost effective.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01114 Econo Belt
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 2 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02019 Retractable Single Tool Holster With  

Auto-Lock
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x D13001 Claw Hammer
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10"
 � 2 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level

4 TOOL RETRACTABLE UK

CODE: K02020

The fully tethered Retractable 4 Tool UK Scaffolders 
Kit comes fully assembled with four quality tools and 
retractable steel tethers, designed specifically for the UK 
market, all installed on a premium reinforced form-poly belt.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognized as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ultra-lightweight and strong Nylon belt with 4 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Cost effective.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02049 Retractable Scaffold Key Holster
 � 1 x H02019 Auto-Lock Single Tool Holster
 � 3 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 2 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x K00045 Steel Scaffold Key 7/16
 � 1 x K00082 Scaffold Ratchet 19-21 Flush Super
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
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SCAFFOLDERS KIT

KITS

5 TOOL RETRACTABLE UK

CODE: K02023

The fully tethered Retractable 5 Tool UK Scaffolders 
Kit comes fully assembled with four quality tools and 
retractable steel tethers, designed specifically for the UK 
market, all installed on a premium reinforced form-poly belt.

Holster your power tools quickly and securely with the 
included BOA holster and Tool Grapple®. The self-locking 
hook immediately captures and secures your power tool by 
simply dropping it into the holster.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognized as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ultra-lightweight and strong Nylon belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Cost effective.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02049 Retractable Scaffold Key Holster
 � 1 x H02019 Retractable Single Tool Holster With Auto-Lock
 � 4 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 2 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x K00045 Steel Scaffold Key 7/16
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x H01122 Tool Grapple®

 � 1 x H02031 BOA Battery Tool Holster

5 TOOL RETRACTABLE UK

CODE: K02022

The fully tethered Retractable 5 Tool UK Scaffolders Kit 
comes fully assembled with five quality tools and retractable 
steel tethers, designed specifically for the UK market, all 
installed on a premium reinforced form-poly belt.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these 
kits are engineered to provide today’s Scaffolder with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognized as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Ultra-lightweight and strong Nylon belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Cost effective.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02049 Retractable Scaffold Key Holster
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H02019 Retractable Single Tool Holster With Auto-Lock
 � 3 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 3 x H01030 Screwlock Cable
 � 1 x K00045 Steel Scaffold Key 7/16
 � 1 x K00082 Scaffold Ratchet 19-21 Flush Super
 � 1 x D17010 Stabila Scaffolders Level
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x D13003 Claw Hammer
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KITS

FORMWORKERS KIT

5 SKIN RETRACTABLE 
(BOLT-SAFE POUCH EDITION)

Complete with five retractable holsters and a Bolt-Safe Pouch 
on a Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt, the 5 Skin Scaffolders Kit 
enables the wearer to customise their tooling.

The GRIPPS range of holsters and pouches feature fully load 
rated attachment points for tethering, as well as load rated 
retractable steel tethers.

KEY FEATURES
 � Bolt-Safe Pouch to secure small items such as nuts and 

bolts.
 � Five Holsters with retractor units.
 � Fully load rated tether anchors for additional tethering 

points.
 � Premium quality and lightweight.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02101 Bolt-Safe Pouch
 � 1 x H02018 Retractable Single Tool Holster
 � 2 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster

5 TOOL RETRACTABLE 
(BOLT-SAFE POUCH EDITION)

The fully tethered Retractable 5 Tool Formworkers Kit comes 
fully assembled with five quality tools and retractable steel 
tethers, installed on a premium reinforced form-poly belt.

Lightweight, functional and extremely heavy-duty, these kits 
are engineered to provide today’s Formworker with a tool 
system that out-performs expectations and is recognized as 
‘best practice’ in the industry.

KEY FEATURES
 � Bolt-Safe Pouch to secure small items such as nuts and 

bolts.
 � Reinforced form-poly belt with 5 holsters.
 � Fully certified and load rated.
 � Rigorously site tested.
 � Lightweight and ergonomic.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H01119 Reinforced Synthetic Work Belt
 � 1 x H02101 Bolt-Safe Pouch
 � 1 x H02018 Retractable Single Tool Holster
 � 2 x H02048 Retractable Ratchet/Wrench Holster
 � 1 x H02055 Retractable Tape Measure Holster
 � 1 x H02062 Claw Hammer Holster
 � 1 x H01073 Bungee Tether Dual-Action
 � 1 x H02056 Tape Measure Catch
 � 1 x D25010 Scaffolders Tape Measure
 � 1 x D13001 Claw Hammer
 � 1 x D28313 Shifter 10”
 � 1 x K00070 Scaffold Ratchet
 � 1 x D22060 Knipex Nips

CODE: K02030 CODE: K02031
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KITS

SLIP-ON WRIST ANCHOR WITH TOOL TETHER

Lightweight, no-fuss and fully load 
rated, the Slip-On Wrist Anchor is a 
favourite amongst all trades. Coupled 
with the Webbing Wrist Tether Single-
Action, you have everything you need 
to secure your tool against drops. 

If you want a cost-effective tether 
anchor for working with hand-tools 
at height, you can’t go wrong with 
the Slip-On Wrist Anchor. Available in 
three different sizes, simply slip on, 
tether your tool and get to work.

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist 

Tether Single-Action.
 � Light, flexible and strong.
 � Fully load rated tether anchor point.
 � Three different sizes available.

Tether your hand tools with comfort 
and security using the Adjustable Wrist-
Anchor. This one-size-fits-all wristband 
features a built-in fully load rated tether 
point for total tool control without the 
risk of snags or tangles. Coupled with the 
Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action, you 
have everything you need to secure your 
tool against drops.

Industrial grade Velcro repels dust, 
grease and grime to keep your 
Adjustable Wrist-Anchor firmly secured 
at all times, while tactical elastic webbing 
protects against tears. 

KEY FEATURES
 � Includes 1 x H01067 Webbing Wrist 

Tether Single-Action.
 � Industrial grade Velcro adjusts 

diameter to suit all users.
 � Fully load rated tether point.

ADJUSTABLE WRIST-ANCHOR WITH TOOL TETHER

Length: 25cm I 10"          MAX LOAD: 2.5kg I 5.0lbs

SIZE: SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

CODE: H01087-S H01087-M H01087-L

Length: 25cm I 10"          MAX LOAD: 2.5kg I 5.0lbs

SIZE: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

CODE: H01088
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WITHOUT GRIPPLINK WITH GRIPPLINK

LITTLE GRIPPER KIT

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x Size #1 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #2 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #3 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #4 Little Gripper

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x Size #1 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #2 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #3 Little Gripper
 � 1 x Size #4 Little Gripper
 � 4 x GrippLink Connectors

KEY FEATURES
 � Moulded from custom German engineered TPU compounds.
 � No additional adhesives or tools required for application.
 � UV protected for long-lasting outdoor use.
 � Compatible with tool shafts of all shapes and thickness.
 � Free spinning tool connector point preventing tangles 

and catches.

CODE: H03044 CODE: H03044P

KITS

Engineered with mobility for handheld tools in mind, the Little Gripper creates a secure and fully load rated 
connection point through its flexible collaring system. By mounting on the shaft of a tool, the Little Gripper  
allows full use of the butt end. 360-degree mobility prevents entanglement and allows for full mobility even  
in tight spaces.

For tools with a shaft up to 9.0mm/0.5", create a tool connector point with one Little Gripper pushed against  
the butt of the tool, or with two Little Gripper’s facing each other. A GRIPPS Webbing Wrist Tether Single-Action 
2.5kg/5.0lbs will then clip directly onto the tool shank.

For tools with a shaft thicker than 9.0mm/0.5", use a GrippLink in the middle of two Little Gripper’s to create a 
rotating, load rated tool connector point for your tether of choice.
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BATTERY CATCH HOLSTER BELT RETRACTOR KIT

BATTERY TOOL HOLSTER BELT RETRACTOR KIT 

Protect your battery power tools against drops with this 
economic kit. 

Create an instant load-rated tool connector point by 
choking the Swivel Catch around the closed handle of 
your power tool, then tether to your work belt via the 
retracting Tool Grapple®. 

Simply drop your power tool into the BOA Holster to keep 
it secure at all times when not in use.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H02031 BOA Holster
 � 1 x H01021 Swivel Catch
 � 1 x H01122 Tool Grapple®

CODE: H02031P

Protect your battery power tools against drops with this 
economic kit. 

Compatible with all standard work belts, the retractable 
Tool Grapple® connects to your battery tool via the easy 
to install Battery Catch Holster, which creates a fully load 
rated tool connector point by securing around the battery 
of your powertool. 

Simply drop your power tool into the BOA Holster to keep 
it secure at all times when not in use.

KIT CONTENTS
 � 1 x H02031 BOA Holster
 � 1 x H02032 Battery Catch Holster
 � 1 x H01122 Tool Grapple®

CODE: H02032P

KITS
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SCAFFOLD 
COMPONENT 
TETHERING

®
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JORDAN SAFETY CLAMP 

The Jordan Safety Clamp provides a safe anchor point 
above head height at all times. It allows instant access 
and continuous protection during all work and scaffolding 
operations and does not slow down or impede operations.

The scaffolder is secure at all times yet still has freedom of 
movement and can add or remove scaffolding components 
without unclipping their safety lanyard.

CODE: K04100

SCAFFOLD COMPONENT TETHERING

SCAFFCLAW

An evolution in lifting scaffold tubes, the ScaffClaw 
replaces knots with interlocking sets of stainless 
steel teeth. 

Quicker and safer than depending on personnel to 
tie a rope around scaffold tubes for lifting, just use 
the certified ScaffClaw – your ‘all-in-one’ scaffold 
tube lifting device.

Compatible with scaffold tubes 50mm-
60mm/2.0"-2.5" in diameter, the design of the 
ScaffClaw allows it to strengthen its grip when 
the load weight increases, allowing it to lift up to 
20kg/44lbs in weight. 

The rotating fully load rated eyelet connects to 
virtually any kind of tether, giving you complete 
flexibility to integrate the ScaffClaw with existing 
lifting setups.

CODE: H01095

The Jordan Board Clamp provides a safe and secure 
method of lifting wooden boards.

Compatible with 210mm-225mm/8.25"-9.0" boards, simply 
position the clamp 1/3 of the way down the board and lift 
using a gin wheel and rope.

CODE: K04105

JORDAN BOARD CLAMP

Max Load: 20kg| 44lbs

Max Load: 40kg| 88lbs



DROP
MATS

®
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DROP MATS

DROP MAT

Made from a heavy-duty, self-extinguishing canvas, The GRIPPS Drop Mat 
provides a safe personal work area for works conducted on Gridmesh or 
steel grate flooring.

Gridmesh and steel great flooring present one of the highest risks when it 
comes to dropped object incidents. The Drop Mat mitigates this by allowing 
workers to conduct virtually any task without fear of small objects falling 
through the mesh. 

Conveniently located and fully load rated tether anchor points allow workers 
to attach any tool weighing up to 3.0kg/6.5lbs to the mat itself. Velcro knee 
pads add an extra level of practicality and comfort, with the added benefit 
of being able to be moved around and reattached to the drop mat to suit 
different work environments. 

Raised edges prevent tools and objects from rolling off the mat, and a 
reinforced zip running along each side allows you to connect multiple Drop 
Mats for even broader coverage. 

Transportation is made simple as the GRIPPS Drop Mat folds up into a handy 
parcel size with twin carabiners that connect to matching docking points on 
the GRIPPS Mule Bag. 

SIZE WHEN OPEN SIZE WHEN FOLDED MAX LOAD

110cm  x 108cm x 5cm
43" x 42" x 2"

53cm x 28cm x 9cm 
21" x 11" x 3.5"

3.0kg 
6.5lbs

KEY FEATURES
 � Heavy-duty 26oz. self-extinguishing 

canvas.

 � Moveable Velcro kneeling pads. 

 � Eight fully load rated D-Rings for 
tethering tools.

 � Zips on each side allow you to 
attach an unlimited number  
of Drop Mats to each other. 

 � Folds up and attaches directly 
the to GRIPPS Mule Bag through 
purpose-made carabiners. 

CODE: H01307
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DROP MATS

GRIPPAIR GRIPPLITE

GrippAir is designed and manufactured in Australia from 
non-toxic food grade PVC tubes, providing excellent 
longevity as well as comfort and support underfoot. As 
a Gridmesh overlay, GrippAir makes workplaces and 
recreation environments safer by providing protection 
against objects dropping through the Gridmesh. 

Constructed in a grid formation, GrippAir is both flame and 
chemical resistant and can be installed in minutes on even 
or uneven surfaces. Easy to roll up and clean, GrippAir is 
reusable and can be cut to any size or shape.

KEY FEATURES
 � Cushioned soft tread reduces fatigue.
 � Long lasting and reusable.
 � Fire resistant.
 � Excellent slip resistance.
 � Suitable for the marine environment.
 � UV resistant.
 � Easy to fit and clean.
 � Made from 100% food grade materials.
 � Australia made.
 � Chemical, oil and acid resistant.

GrippLite is designed and manufactured in Australia 
from non-toxic food grade PVC tubes, providing excellent 
longevity as well as comfort and support underfoot.  
As a Gridmesh overlay, GrippLite makes workplaces and 
recreation environments safer by providing protection 
against objects dropping through the Gridmesh. 

Constructed in a grid formation, GrippLite is both flame 
and chemical resistant and can be installed in minutes 
on even or uneven surfaces. Easy to roll up and clean, 
GrippLite is reusable and can be cut to any size or shape.

KEY FEATURES
 � Long lasting and reusable.
 � Fire resistant.
 � Impervious to most liquids, acids and hydrocarbons.
 � Excellent slip resistance.
 � Suitable for the marine environment.
 � UV resistant.
 � Easy to fit and clean.
 � Made from 100% food grade materials.
 � Australia made.

GRIPPAIR - SOFT TREAD 
CONTAINMENT MATTING

GRIPPLITE - GRID MESH
CONTAINMENT MATTING

CODE: H01315-90 CODE: H01310-90

Available in 3 sizes

Resistant to flame DIN 4102 part 1
Classification B2 Limiting Oxygen index 20

Self Extinguishing

Available in 3 sizes

Resistant to flame DIN 4102 part 1
Classification B2 Limiting Oxygen index 20

Self Extinguishing
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FOAM EDGE DROPPED OBJECT CATCHMENT MAT

DROP MATS

FR DROPPED OBJECT PREVENTION MAT

Fire retardant and cost-effective, 
the FR Dropped Object Prevention 
Mat allows personnel to work 
on grating while protecting their 
tools and equipment from falling 
through the grating.

The FR Dropped Object 
Prevention Mat is easy to carry 
and work on. Highly effective 
in protecting personnel and 
contractors from dropped objects, 
the high-quality fabric has a 
reinforced 'safety yellow' hem  
to secure the sides of the mat.

KEY FEATURES
 � Fire retardant.
 � 6 x Tether anchors (Webbing 

& D-Ring).
 � Eyelets around perimeter.
 � High quality fabric.
 � Reinforced 'safety yellow' hem.

The Foam Edge Dropped Object 
Catchment Mat is made from 
tough, heavy-duty material with  
a 5.0cm/2.0" foam edge.

Lightweight and extremely 
functional, it can be rolled or folded 
up when not in use for ease of 
transportation and storage.

KEY FEATURES
 � Made from heavy-duty 

material.
 � 5.0cm/2.0" foam edge.
 � Available in a range of sizes.
 � Lightweight and very 

functional.
 � Roll or fold up for storage and 

transportation
 � Fire retardant option available.

SIZE

1.2m x 1.2m x 5.0cm | 47" x 47" x 2.0" H01300

1.2m x 90cm x 5.0cm | 47" x 35" x 2.0" H01302

CODE:

SIZE

2.5m x 1.0m | 98" x 39" H01305

CODE:
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DROP ZONE
MANAGEMENT

®
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MANDATORY SIGN

Corflute mandatory sign. 

"TOOL TETHERS MUST BE USED WHEN WORKING ABOVE  
2 METRES". 

Custom branding available. 

Complies with AS 1319 regulations. 

CODE: HS-4010

DROP ZONE MANAGEMENT

BUNTING SAFETY FLAGS ON ROPE

Hi-vis orange flags on rope-line displaying: 
"DANGER DROP ZONE"

CODE: HS-E02000

Heavy-duty reflective barrier tape displaying “DANGER 
DROP ZONE” with high-vis red stripes, for creating a 
temporary drop zone. 

CODE: HS-3010

DROP ZONE BARRIER TAPE

WIDTH LENGTH

5.0cm | 2.0" 100m | 33'

LENGTH

30m | 10'
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DROP ZONE MANAGEMENT

SECURPULLEY GIN WHEEL - AUTO BRAKING

The Lightweight Swivel Mount 
allows for safe transition of 
loads that have been lifted using 
a SecurPulley.

NOTE: SecurPulley unit is 
purchased separately. 

Just let go of the rope, and the 
load stops automatically! The 
SecurPulley provides a far safer 
method of lifting materials with 
much less risk than conventional 
gin wheels. 

The SecurPulley is made in 
Italy and is fully certified to 
a maximum load rating of 
50kg/110lbs. 

Weighing only 5.0kg/11lbs, the 
installation process is rapid and 
user-friendly. Each SecurPulley 
is supplied with a fixed scaffold 
mounting arm.

MAX LOAD

50kg | 110lbs

SIZE

77cm x 10cm x 52cm
30” x 4.0” x 20” 

CODE: M06021

CODE: M06020

SWIVEL MOUNTING ARM
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®
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TETHER READY TOOLS

Premium quality stainless steel 1/2‚ scaffold key with 
poker handle. Includes swivel anchor point.

Premium quality stainless steel 7/16‚ scaffold key with 
poker handle. Includes swivel anchor point.

Scaffold key engineered for safety at height. Heavy-duty 
12 point head. Fail-safe swivelling anchor point. Includes 
integrated Coil Tether Single-Action.

Scaffold key engineered for safety at height. Heavy-duty 
12 point head. Fail-safe swivelling anchor point. Includes 
integrated Coil Tether Single-Action.

CODE: K00043 CODE: K00045

CODE: K00044 CODE: K00045P

SIZE: 1/2 Whitworth

MATERIAL: Stainless Steel

SIZE: 7/16 Whitworth

MATERIAL: Stainless Steel

SIZE: 1/2 Whitworth

MATERIAL: Stainless Steel

Includes 1 x H01068 Coil Tether Single-Action

Tether Min Length: 40cm | 16"

Tether Max Length: 160cm | 63"

Tether Max Load: 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

SIZE: 7/16 Whitworth

MATERIAL: Stainless Steel

Includes 1 x H01068 Coil Tether Single-Action

Tether Min Length: 40cm | 16"

Tether Max Length: 160cm | 63"

Tether Max Load: 1.0kg | 2.0lbs

STAINLESS STEEL 
SCAFFOLD KEY 1/2

STAINLESS STEEL 
SCAFFOLD KEY 7/16

WITH COIL TETHER SINGLE-ACTION WITH COIL TETHER SINGLE-ACTION

SCAFFOLD KEY 1/2 SCAFFOLD KEY 7/16
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SIZE: 20cm | 8.0"

Used by thousands of Scaffolders around the globe, 
Scaffold Ratchets have consistently proven themselves as 
outstanding performers.

Engineered from premium grade forged steel, 
incorporating the heaviest duty mechanism available and 
balanced to perfection, these ratchets provide a trusty and 
integral component in every Scaffolders tool kit.

SCAFFOLD RATCHET

SIZE

21mm x 24mm | 0.8" x 1.0" K00070

21mm x 23mm | 0.8" x 0.9" K00071

19mm x 24mm | 0.75" x 1.0" K00072

18mm x 24mm | 0.7" x 0.9" K00073

CODE

SHIFTER

Industrial quality drop forged chrome vanadium steel. 
Compatible with H02048 Ratchet/Wrench Holster.

SIZE: 25cm |10”

CODE: D28313

TETHER READY TOOLS

Quality German Nips with soft grip handle and attached  
tool connector.

KNIPEX NIPS W/TOOL CATCH

CODE: D22060

The genuine Scaffolders Tape Measure includes a range 
of features to make it ideally suited for the challenges 
faced by Scaffolders every day.  

KEY FEATURES
 � Compatible with H02056 Tape Measure Catch.
 � Powerful magnetic end hook with four rivets.
 � High impact case.
 � Abrasion resistant blade and mechanism.

CODE: D25010

SCAFFOLDERS TAPE MEASURE

SIZE: 8.5cm x 8.0cm x  4.5cm | 3.25" x 3.0" x 1.75"

CODE: D17010

STABILA SCAFFOLDERS LEVEL

German Quality, with heavy-duty magnets.
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WWW.GRIPPS.COM.AU | WWW.GRIPPSGLOBAL.COM

@GRIPPSGLOBAL

#ConquerGravity

®

15 Steele Court, Tullamarine, VIC, 3043
+61 03 8383 9458

sales@gripps.com.au


